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Abstract

The aggregate initial retention rate for officers in the Army
Medical Corps has declined approximately 30% between the years 1984
to 1987. With a majority of physicians leaving the service at the first
opportunity, the problems currently being experienced in maintaining
a mature and specialty balanced Medical Corps may worsen. This
situation has serious implications concerning the ability of Tripler
Army Medical Center to achieve it's peacetime and wartime missions.
The goal of this project is to identify those factors which have the
"greatest influence on the decision of military physicians at Tripler
Army Medical Center to leave the service. It was decided that one
approach to this problem would be to attempt to replicate the findings
of the GAO survey, "Survey of Military Physicians" on a local level.
In the regression looking at those factors which influence overall
satisfaction with the military, the stepwise regression yielded ten
variables as being significant in predicting overall satisfaction. The
top five factors identified as contributing the most to the variability in
overall satisfaction are Military Compensation, Proficiency, Other
Work, Proficiency in Promotions, and Deployments. In the stepwise
regression examining the factors which Influence the stated probability
of staying in or leaving the military, the regression equation yielded
nine variables as being significant in predicting the stated probability
of physicians leaving the service. The top five factors associated with
the variability in physicians' stated probability of leaving active duty
are Geographic Control, Conflict Area, Military Compensation, Admin
Spt Staff, and Pursue Training. The GAO study identified five factors
that have a statistically significant influence on a physician's stated
probability of leaving active duty. Of these five, they determined that
military compensation and non-physician hours appear to be the most
important in reducing the stated probabilities of physicians leaving. Of
those that the GAO identified as being statistically significant, only one,
military compensation, appears In the top five at Tripler.
Although the results of this study have indicated compensation issues
are related to retention, they may be no more Important than other
Issues such as the numbers of support staff, the control over
geographic assignment, the weight medical proficiency is given in
promotions, and the military's sensitivity to the needs of the family.

Hi
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medical staff on practicing medicine in the military. The survey is

geared to address demographic variables, future plans in the military,

attitudes toward various aspects of military service, and factors that

might influence physicians' decisions to either stay in the military or

leave.

Statement of the Management Problem

Declining retention rates of Medical Corps officers is leading to an

inappropriate specialty mix and an insufficiently experienced physician

workforce.
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CHAPTER I1.

LITERATURE REVIEW
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Civilian Sector

Physician staffing is probably the most important factor in a

hospital's success. Without physicians, hospitals would have no

patients or revenues. Competition among hospitals for physicians

continues to be strong. Through proactive, competitive physician

recruiting and retention programs, hospitals can help insure success

even with a growing demand for experienced physicians. (Olson, 1980)

Traditionally, academic medical centers have used the search

committee model to replace key physicians. These searches can take

upwards of two years. Cuts in graduate medical education payments,

the growth of medical group practice plans as a source of income for

some of the basic science programs, and competition from community

tertiary hospitals with "centers of excellence" have combined to put

pressure on academic medical centers to replace physicians quickly

and to retain ones already on board. (Grayson, 1989)

An important measure of the success of any policy is the

amount by which its benefits exceed its costs. In this respect, the

evaluation of policies designed to alter the locational and specialty

distribution of physicians requires estimating the quantity of benefits

each program produces, the explicit and implicit values of those

benefits, and the program's direct and indirect costs. For the most

part, there have been relatively few efforts to define and estimate the

costs and benefits of physician manpower policies. In large part,

researchers have tried only to determine whether specific policies or
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programs actually alter physicians' career choices in the directions

that were intended. Even this narrow objective has been difficult to

achieve because of the problems involved in isolating the effects of a

given policy from all of the other factors which may act on specialty,

practice, or career decisions. In many instances, the quantitative

impacts of these "other factors" has not been clearly established.

Because of this, there have been few convincing assessments of the

impact of a given program on physicians' career choices. (Ernst & Yett,

1985)

Following is a list of factors which play a key role in the

decision process used by physicians who move from one location to

another. (Snook, 1984)

Personal Factors Professional Factors

- Relationship of family to -Community and hospital's
the community backup facilities, as a

supplement to the practice

- Children's education - Availability of medical &
surgical specialists in the
hospital

- Recreational opportunities - Opportunities to form a
group practice

- General quality of life - Opportunities for profes-

sional development

Military Sector

The percentage of military physicians choosing to leave the

service has increased in recent years from 13.7% in 1985 to 15.6% in

1988 (Baine et al., 1990). This has become an area of concern to the
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Congress because of the effect this migration of active-duty physicians

has on the ability of the services to perform both their wartime and

peacetime healthcare missions. In an effort to try and stem this

attrition, a bonus was established for physicians who agreed to an

additional active duty commitment of two years. This was enacted as

a portion of the 1989 National Defense Authorizatien Act. Additionally,

the Act required that the Department of Defense (DoD) submit a report

to Congress discussing the issues affecting retention and a proposed pay

plan to address the compensation differences between the military and

civilian sectors. DoD also, in a later report, addressed issues that

were noncompensatory in nature. (Baine et al., 1990)

Military physicians' intentions to leave the service over

the next several years appears to coincide with the DoD historical

rates of attrition. Approximately 50% of active duty physicians

surveyed indicated at least a 707% chance of leaving the service when

they become eligible. They have also indicated dissatisfaction with

numerous aspects of practicing medicine in a military environment.

Compensation, the availability of support staff, medical equipment,

lack of continuity of care, perceived excessive requirements in the

area of quality assurance, and lack of opportunities for professional

growth are cited as major areas of dissatisfaction. Further analysis

has suggested that efforts most likely to result in increased retention

rates should be oriented toward increasing compensation rates and
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what is basically a "revolving door system" (Brown, 1989). That is,

for every physician that the Army brings on board each year, we are

losing one (or more) trained, experienced physician from the force.

The declines seen in retention rate are evidence of a mounting problem

and an indicator that sustainment of the system in this fashion may

not be continued indefinitely. (Brown, 1989)

Recruiters are having serious difficulty in recruiting physicians

(Harben, 1989). As an example, an all out recruiting effort for family

practice physicians for the past two years has only resulted in

bringing an additional fifteen family practice physicians into the

Army. Adequate reimbursement is only part of the problem, there is

also the issue of a lack of ancillary staff. Longer residency training

programs also exacerbate the problem. Increased training demands

mean more physicians are involved in education, which reduces the

numbers available to treat patients and meet other Army Medical

Department missions. (Harben, 1989)
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CURRENT STUDY
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Objectives

The goal of this project is to identify those factors which have the

greatest influence on the decision of military physicians at Tripler

Army Medical Center to leave the service. It was decided that one

"approach to this problem would be to attempt to replicate the findings

of the GAO survey (Baine et al., 1990) on a local level. Before

explaining the methods and procedures used, it is worthwhile to

summarize what questions the GAO study was looking at, how it

determined to answer them, and what were the results.

United States General Accounting Office

Human Resources Division Report 90-1

Views on Military Medicine

In March of 1990, the GAO reported back to the Honorable Beverly

B. Byron, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Military Personnel and

Compensation, House Committee on Armed Services, their findings on

those factors they found to most influence military physicians to leave

the service. Their report (United States General Accounting

Office/Human Resources Division Report 90-1 Views on Military

Medicine) discussed those factors as well as reviewed the extent to

which military physicians have departed active duty since 1985. They

also intended to show that by raising the levels of physician

compensation and reducing the amount of time that physicians spend

on non-clinical duties, the probability of physicians leaving the service

could be reduced. Copies of their report were also forwarded to the
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Secretary of Defense, the services, and various congressional

committees.

The purpose of the study was to try and identify the reasons why

so many military physicians were leaving the service. The GAO

attempted to gain insight into this issue by sending out a survey to

1,500 active-duty physicians (500 to physicians in each of the services;

Army, Air Force, and Navy) to both gauge the probability that

physicians will likely leave the service and what are the factors that

most impact on this decision. The survey was conducted between

November 1988 and January 1989 and surveyed a stratified sample of

physicians, specifically excluding those physicians who were currently

in graduate medical education (based on the fact it was felt that these

physicians were still several years away from making a decision

about whether to stay or leave the military). The questionnaire that

they developed was designed to address several areas including

compensation, staffing, professional development, training, and other

issues concerning the practice of medicine in the military setting.

The GAO found in their study that the physicians surveyed stated

intentions of departing the military roughly coincided with the

historical rates of attrition compiled by the Department of Defense. In

other words, about half of the physicians surveyed indicated at least a

707. probability of leaving the service when eligible and about two

thirds indicated at least a 50% probability of leaving at their first

opportunity.
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Respondents also reported dissatisfaction with many aspects of

military medicine. A majority of physicians were unhappy with

compensation issues, the numbers and availability of support

personnel (both clinical and administrative), equipment, continuity of

- care in the military healthcare system, and the lack of opportunity to

attend continuing medical education events. They found further that

merely stated dissatisfaction with individual factors did not of itself

cause physicians to make the decision to leave. Their multiple

regression analysis revealed that the factors which most influenced

the decision to leave were; the amount of time spent on non-physician

tasks, the perceived/real differences between military and civilian

compensation, and the lack of opportunity to practice in their primary

specialty. They also reported that those physicians who were beyond

their initial obligation were negatively influenced by the number of

unfavorable permanent changes of station. Based on the results of

their regression they then calculated the change in the probability of

leaving that would be associated with a given change in the

independent variable of pay, holding all of the other variables

constant. They did the same for the independent variable associated

with the time spent on non-physician tasks. The results of this

analysis indicated that the probability of leaving the service could be

significantly reduced by either increasing compensation or by reducing

the amount of time spent on non-physician tasks, or a combination of

the two.
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Methods and Procedures

Survey Instrument

Because of its advantages, it was decided to use a survey as the

means for collecting the data in this study. Survey research has the

- ability to gather a great deal of information from a relatively large

group and is less costly than other methods for obtaining large

amounts of data (Kerlinger, 1986). Survey data is also remarkably

accurate (within sampling error). A survey of a particular group can

give a very accurate picture of the groups values, beliefs, and

attitudes (Kerlinger, 1986). Surveys also have their weaknesses. The

primary one being that survey information ordinarily does not

penetrate deeply below the surface (Kerlinger, 1986). Scope of

information sought is usually emphasized at the expense of depth.

Surveys research is also very demanding of time. It may be months

before information is gathered, tabulated, and analyzed. These

considerations not withstanding, for this study a survey seems the

logical way to proceed.

Because of the necessity of being able to directly compare results,

most of the questions developed for the survey were worded in the

same fashion as those of the GAO survey. This is also true of the

measurement scales used in scoring. The GAO study used five, eight,

and nine point rating scales throughout their survey. These rating

scales, although easy to construct and use, have some drawbacks.

Because of their ease of construction and use they are sometimes used
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indiscriminately and are prone to constant or biased error (Guilford,

1954). However, because they are clear and easy to understand and

use, the researchers at the GAO put them in their survey and they

will be incorporated into the present study. This way, the analyses

can be more directly compared without the confounding influence of

variables which may not be measuring the same factors as the

original survey. This may also be advantageous in that most of the

questions used In the survey are ones whose validity and reliability

have been previously established.

The survey itself is divided into six areas; Introduction,

Demographic Information, The Military and Your Plans for the Future,

Your Attitudes Toward Various Aspects of Military Service, Factors

That Might Influence Your Decision to Remain in the Military, or to

Leave, and Comments. A copy of the survey in its final form is at

Appendix A. It was formatted and the layout designed on the Xerox"•

Desktop Publishing System. Initially output to a high quality laser

printer, the reproduction of the survey was done by off-set printing

at the Tripler Printing Plant. Every effort was made to create as

professional a product as possible to increase the readability and

cohesiveness of the survey and to enhance the probability that it

would be completed and returned.

The introduction of the survey served a two-fold purpose. The

first was to introduce both the researcher and the study that was
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being undertaken. Here, the importance of the information received

was stressed. Secondly, the introduction served to highlight the

confidential nature of all of responses. It was noted that individual

responses to the survey would not be shared with anyone and that

only data in aggregate form would be reported in the results. No

attempt was to be made to identify specific responses to any

individual.

Demographic Information

General demographic information was requested in this section.

Questions asked were: name; age; sex; current marital status; branch

of service (Tripler not only treats patients on a multi-service basis,

but has staff from the other services as well); active duty grade; year

of graduation from medical school; whether or not they were a

Uniformed Services University of Health Science (USUHS) graduate;

whether or not they received their degree from a foreign medical

school; whether or not the military paid for any part of their medical

education; what was the highest level of professional medical education

completed; if residency trained, what was the specialty or

subspecialty; and whether or not they were board certified. Initial

concern was raised over the inclusion of the name on the survey form

Itself. Although the original intent was merely for tracking purposes,

It could be argued that having the respondent identify himself or

herself would affect how the questions were answered. Although the

name block remained on the survey, implementing guidance on the
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mechanics of filling out the survey emphasized that the inclusion of

the respondent's name on the form was strictly optional. In spite of

this guidance, the majority of respondents did put their name on it,

with a large number even including a phone number in case I wanted

- to contact them about their answers.

The Military and Your Plans for the Future

Questions in this section were geared toward how long the

respondent has been in the military, how they initially entered the

service, and questions relating to degree of commitment in remaining.

Information was also requested on any obligation still owed to the

military.

Your Attitudes Toward Various Asnects of Military Service

This section outlined twenty-six aspects of military service, each

aspect to be rated on an eight point scale where 1 = Very Satisfied, 2 =

Moderately Satisfied, 3 = Somewhat Satisfied, 4 = Neither Satisfied or

Dissatisfied, 5 = Somewhat Dissatisfied, 6 = Moderately Dissatisfied, 7 =

Very Dissatisfied, and 8 - Aspect does not Apply. At the end of the

section was a single question; "Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied

are you with the military?". This question, designed to assess overall

satisfaction with the military, was rated on a five point scale with 1 =

Very satisfied, 2 - Somewhat satisfied, 3 = Neither satisfied or

dissatisfied, 4 = Somewhat dissatisfied, and 5 = Very dissatisfied.

Factors that Might Influence Your Decision to Remain in the Military

This section lists thirty-eight factors that might influence a
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physician to remain in, or leave, the military. Many of the factors

relate directly to the attitudes outlined in the previous section. The

respondents were asked to check one block for each factor, indicating

whether the factor was an inducement to remain in or leave the

- military. Additionally, the remain or leave blocks were subdivided so

that respondents could indicate strength of feeling for each factor.

They also had the option of checking a block if they felt the factor was

neither an Inducement to stay or remain for them. The last question

in this section asked for a rank ordering of the respondents top three

inducements (by factor number) to remain and the top three

inducements to leave military service.

Comments

This last section, the only open-ended section of the survey,

provided an opportunity for those wishing to express their opinions, in

writing, about their views on the military, this survey, or the

practice of medicine in general. The written comments received are at

Appendix B. These comments are presented in their unedited form,

however, some spelling or grammatical errors have been corrected

and parts of some responses have been omitted if they tended to

identify anyone individually. Although not part of the statistical

analysis, the written comments can often enlighten a researcher about

issues that are important (but perhaps not addressed in the survey),

items the respondent wants to clarify, and suggestions for improving

both the survey and what the survey is attempting to measure.
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in the survey. One of the items which was brought out as significant

in both overall satisfaction and stated probability of leaving active

duty was military compensation. The written comments serve to

illuminate some of the feeling behind this concern. Although money is

important to those responding, typical comments include; "Salary

means nothing if you're unhappy or have no time to spend it", "The

Army can never pay you enough to overcome the frustration of not

having a parking space", and "No matter how many bonuses you add,

I'll still make more as a civilian, why not divert your energy to new

techniques for retention... The only thing that adding bonuses does is

retain the incompetent". Other areas that were brought out in the

written comments are:

- The Army is not utilizing it's physicians to their potential.

- Orientation, mentorship, and sponsorship programs are lacking.

- Physicians do not feel that they are being treated as professionals.

- More attention to career development is needed.

- There is a serious lack of ancillary personnel.

- Promotions are viewed as not being related to medical proficiencv.

- Height/weight and physical training standards take precedence

over professional considerations.

- There needs to be more emphasis on non-monetary reward

systems for physicians.

- There are too many non-medical military training requirements.

- Desert Shield/Desert Storm issues such as deployment and use of
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backfill personnel.

- Issues dealing with women physicians in the military such as

childrearing, family separation, and the military's slow

responsiveness in dealing with women's concerns.

Most respondents who wrote comments highlighted areas that they

felt needed some improvement. However, some commented on the

strengths of practicing medicine in the military such as:

- The excellent number and quality of the training programs and

Graduate Medical Education in the military.

- The quality of the physicians with whom they work.

- The opportunity to hold positions of high responsibility and

authority earlier in their career than their civilian counterpart.

- The military "life-style".

- The opportunity to teach and administer training programs.

- Military medicine is exciting, challenging, and varied.

Because of the value of written comments, they are included in

their entirety at Appendix B.

Current Study vs. The GAO Study

The GAO study identified five factors that have a statistically

significant influence on a physician's stated probability of leaving

active duty. They are summarized at Table 7. Of these five, they

determined that military compensation and non-physician hours

appear to be the most important in reducing the stated probabilities of

physicians leaving. Their analysis showed that although the other
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three factors are statistically significant, even the complete eradication

of them would have only minor impact in reducing the probability of

leaving. Of those that the GAO identified as being statistically

1. Higher levels of military pay (relative to civilian compensation).

2. Less time spent on non-physician tasks.

3. The ability to maintain proficiency in a medical specialty.

4. Less time spent on combat readiness training.

5. Fewer undesired permanent changes of station.

Table 7. Factors with a Statistically Significant Impact on a Physician's

Stated Probability of Leaving Active Duty (GAO)

significant, only one, military compensation, appears in the top five at

Tripler.

Although the surveyed physicians at Tripler included all categories

of physicians (not just those who were obligated) the stated

probabilities of leaving active duty do not differ greatly from what the

GAO found. They report 41%. of physicians with a 70 percent or

greater probability of leaving and 58% with a 50 percent or greater

probability of leaving. The figures at Tripler are 36% with a 70

percent or greater probability of leaving and 679 with a 50 percent or

greater probability of leaving. This shows that although the data in
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this study may be skewed by the inclusion of non-obligated officers

(and retirement eligible officers as well) the figures aren't

substantially less, but in the 50 percent or greater category are

actually a little higher than what the GAO found. At least in their

stated intentions of leaving active duty, both populations are similar.
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CHAPTER V.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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Military compensation, a significant factor in both the GAO and

current study, is obviously one which goes beyond the local

commander's ability to resolve. It is a systemic issue and one which

has to be dealt with at the Department of Defense level. The current

study does show that the compensation issue is not universally viewed

as a negative factor. It was identified almost equally as an important

inducement to stay in the military and an important inducement to

leave the military by respondents ranking the top three factors in

those two categories. An important point to remember in both studies

is the the dependent variable in each case is the "stated probability of

leaving active duty", not actual leaving behavior. Because of this,

expectancy theory may be at work. The physicians may be focusing

on the compensation issue because highlighting it may lead to the

external goal of increasing pay. That is, they fill out the survey in a

way which has the greatest payoff relative to their needs. This

argument may have more validity with the GAO study; a tri-service,

nationwide survey, commissioned by the United States Congress, than

the current study here at Tripler Army Medical Center.

Compensation, although important, may be no more important

than the other factors identified. However, of the remaining factors

(Table 4), very few can be directly impacted by the Tripler Command

Group. Only "Numbers of Administrative Support Staff" and

"Sensitivity to the Family" are really addressable at the local level.

In addition, there are also the satisfaction variables which can have
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an impact on retention. This is demonstrated by the high correlation

between "Overall Satisfaction" and "Stated Probability of Leaving

Active Duty" (.568). When we look at the significant factors identified

in "Overall Satisfaction" (Table 2), there are others that may be

impacted locally. These include; "Ability to maintain proficiency in

field of medicine", "Number of hours worked", "The degree to which

the military treats you as a professional", "The diversity and

complexity of cases encountered", and "The importance medical

proficiency is given in decisions to promote military physicians".

To be able to meet the missions that Tripler Army Medical Center

has, the hospital must gain the cooperation and contributions of the

key constituents of the organization. This includes being able to retain

the best, most qualified group of physicians to meet these goals.

Physicians are critical to the operation of any medical organization and

their retention should receive the highest priority if the organization

(both locally and the Army Medical Department at large) is to succeed

The primary goal at Tripler should be to positively influence those

factors associated with retention which can be influenced at the local

level. The retention of good physicians imposes many responsibilities

on the hospital leadership (Asay & Maciariello, 1991). These include:

1. Properly orienting new physicians.

2. Maintaining morale, good facilities, and reasonable workloads.

3. Soliciting feedback.

4. Nurturing individual talents.

1%*.
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5. Promoting individual professional development and oversight on

the quality of medical education.

6. Making information available to those who will be affected by

it.

7. Enriching the .job.

As we have seen, although financial considerations are very

important to Tripler's physicians, quality of life issues are Just as

relevant. Many of the factors identified in this study enter into the

physician's perception of quality of life in the military.

One of the most important areas outlined above is the soliciting of

feedback from the physicians. One method is to use an attitude

survey similar to the one used in this study. Attitudes can have a

positive or a negative influence on behavior. Information provided by

surveys can provide the command with a better understanding of

physician reactions to decisions, policies, and other factors in the

working environment. As a systematic approach to assessing

physician feelings, attitude surveys also have the potential to provide

the headquarters with more valid information on attitudes than is

available from other sources. Most of all, surveys can help to

improve the level of trust and support between subordinates and

superiors. The companion step in soliciting feedback is showing

appreciation to those who perform well. As the options for fiscal

remuneration are extremely limited at this level, non-monetary

rewards and positive feedback are very important. Senior leadership
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should seek out reasons to compliment members of the staff. In the

particular case of physicians, this can be done whenever they handle

a case well, take on additional work, or present a well-received

presentation or paper, for example. Everyone from the

most senior leader on down responds positively to this type of

recognition. Although the formal military award channels may work

well, the simple pat on the back or words of praise can be even more

appreciated.

Although the results of this study have indicated compensation

issues are related to retention, they may be no more important than

other issues such as the numbers of support staff, the control over

geographic assignment, the weight medical proficiency is given in

promotions, and the military's sensitivity to the needs of the family.

Recognizing that physicians have certain needs and concerns and

setting up systems to deal with those that can be addressed at the local

level (as well as forwarding the issues that can't be resolved locally)

is one key to retaining quality physicians to take Tripler and the

Army Medical Department into the future.
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Introduction

As part of a graduate management project for the U.S. Army-Baylor University
Graduate Program in Healthcare Administration, MAJ Thomas M. Brennand,
Administrative Resident for Tripler Army Medical Center, is conducting a survey of
all military physicians assigned to Tripler. The purpose is to assess physician
satisfaction with various aspects of practicing medicine in the military and to
identify the factors which most impact on physicians' decisions to remain in or leave
the military.

The survey may appear lengthy, but most items can be answered quickly by
checking a box or writing in a short response. It should take less than 25 minutes to
complete. You may use either a pen or pencil to complete the survey. All individual
responses will be kept strictly confidential, with information reported only in
aggregate with others in the survey. No one, outside of the surveying officer, will
knowhow you, individually, answered any of the questions.

For this study to be meaningful and useful, your responses are very important.
This information will be used to provide decision makers within Tripler and the
Army Medical Department with information about military physicians' career plans,
attitudes toward work and the military, and what is important to them. Any
questions relating to the survey may be addressed to MAJ Brennand at 433-
5322/6439. Your cooperation in completing and returning this survey rapidly is
greatly appreciated. Surveys can be returned through distribution to MAJ
Brennand, office symbol HSHK-DCA-A, directly returned to room 1A 008, or by
calling MAJ Brennand at 433-5322 for pickup. Thank you very much for your help.
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Satisfied Some- Moder- N/A

ASPECT OF MILITARY SERVICE Moder- Some- nor what ately Very Aspect

Very ately what Dissatis- Dissatis- Dissatis- Dissatis- does not

Satisfied Satisfied Satified fied fied fied fied Apply
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

13. The number of hours you work

14. The number of patients you care
for

15. The diversity and complexity of
the cases you encounter

16. Continuity of care in the military

17. The number of nurses,
technicians, and other healthcare
staff that support you

18. The number of administrative
staff that support you

19. Availability of parking for
physicians

20. How well military medical
facilities are equipped

21. The QA tasks you're required to
perform
22. Job security in the military

23. The degree to which the military
treats you as a professional

24. The number of permanent
changes of station you've had

25. Sensitivity of the military to
family needs

26. The time/travel funds the military
has given you to attend
medical/surgical conferences,
seminars, etc.

27. Other (SPECIFY)

28. Other (SPECIFY)

Jiverall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the military? (CHECK ONE)

1. ( ) Very satisfied 2. ( ) Somewhat satisfied 3. ( ) Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

4. ( ) Somewhat dissatisfied 5. ( ) Very dissatisfied



Factors that Might Influence Your Decision to Remain in the Military, or to Leave

Listed below are some factors which may influence your decision to remain in the military, or to
leave. Indicate how much of an inducement, if any, each of the factors listed below is for you
either to remain in the military, orto leave. CHECK ONE BOX FOR EACH FACTOR.

Inducement to remain Littleor Inducement to leave
no

induce-
FACTOR ment to

either
Very Moder- remain or Moder- Very
great Great ate Some to leave Some ate Great great

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

1. The control you have over the
geographic locations where you're
assigned

2. The opportunity you've had in the
military to practice your field of
medicine/surgery -or- if trained in more
than one field, the opportunity you've
had to practice the one you prefer to
practice

3. Your ability to maintain proficiency
in THAT field while in the military

4. While in the military, the opportunity
you've had to pursue training in a
specialty or subspecialty

5. The frequency with which you've
been assigned emergency room duty

6. Family tradition

7. The opportunity to serve the United
States

8. The opportuntiy you have to do
other work in addition to practicing
medicine (e.g., practicing executive
medicine, special assignments, etc.)

9. The frequency with which you
participate in field exercises or combat
readiness training

10. The frequency and duration of your
deployments

11. The amount your counterprts in
private pratice earn

12. Malpractice insurance and other
expenses associated with a private
practice

13. The effort needed to set up aprivate practice



(CHECK ONE BOX FOR EACH FACTOR)

Inducement to remain Littleor Inducement to leave
no

induce-
FACTOR ment to

either
Very Moder- remain or Moder- Very
great Great ate Some to leave Some ate Great great

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

14. The importance medical proficiency
is given in decisions to promote military
physicians

15. Military physician immunity from
malpractice-suits

16. The number of hours you work

17. The number of patients you care for

18. The diversity and complexity of the
cases you encounter

19. Continuity of care in the military

20. The fact that military physicians do
not have to concern themselves with
the patient's ability to pay

21. A desire to ensure that members of
the Armed Services receive quality
medical care

22. The prospect of practicing wartime
medicine

23. The prospect of being sent to a
conflict area

24. The availability of parking for
physicians

25. How well military medical facilities
are equipped
26. The QA tasks you're required to
perform

27. The number of nurses, technicians,
and other healthcare staff to support
you

28. The number of administrative staff
that support you

29. Incentive Special Pay (ISP) - whether
you receive it or not
30. The prospect of a yearly retention
bonus for experienced ph sicians who
are willing to incur an additional 2-year
commitment

31. Other current military special
pay/bonus programs



(CHECK ONE BOX FOR EACH FACTOR)

Inducement to remain Littleor Inducement to leave
no

induce-
FACTOR ment to

either
Very Moder- remain or Moder- Very
great Great ate Some to leave Some ate Great great

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

32. Your total military compensation
package including base pay, special
pay, bonuses ,and other military
benefits (e.g., housing allowance,
healthcare benefits, etc.)

33. Job security in the military

34. The degree to which the military
treats you like a professional

35. The number of permanent changes
of station you've had

36. Sensitivity of the military to family
needs

37. Time/travel funds the military gives
you to attend medical/surgical
conferences, seminars, etc.

38. The opportunity that a set schedule
gives you to "moonlight"
39. Other (SPECIFY)

40. Other (SPECIFY)

In order of importance, which three of the factors listed above are your greatest:

a) inducements to REMAIN in the military? b) inducements to LEAVE the military?
(ENTER FACTOR NUMBERS) (ENTER FACTOR NUMBERS)

- most important - most important

- second most -.second most,

(•.• -third most - third most



Your Comments

If you have any comments about military medicine, your military career plans, etc.,
please write them in the space below. Thank you very much for your time!
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WRITTEN COMMENTS
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Written Comments

Keys for leaving: 1) MCs are not treated as professionals by the

Army. 2) Support clinical and administrative staff are inadequate.

3) Funds for continuing medical education are inadequate. 4) In

Desert Storm/Shield medical planning was usurped from the MCs by

MSCs and the resultant faulty policies left most physician's - active

and reserve alike - with deep seated disillusionment with the Army

and the politics that prevent true medical preparedness for war. 5)

Longevity, not clinical competence is promoted in the Medical Corps

Keys for improvement of retention: 1) Help the doctor take care

( of people - increase secretaries, increase administrative/clinical

support personnel to help physicians, not the Department of Nursing.

2) Bonuses help, but the Army can never pay enough to overcome the

frustration of not having a parking space. 3) The Army would do

much better to focus on keeping the cream of the crop physicians it

has, instead of recruiting the castoffs of civilian practice.

9I was a volunteer who has been able to select his assignments up to

now. I am obligated for fellowship training and have been very happy

with my military medical career to date. What will lead to my

leaving the service, if I choose to do so, will be the pay inequity

between my civilian counterparts and the military pay structure. (My

subspecialty took a $5,000 per year pay cut compared to the MORB
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program.) Another area of consideration will be family preference

and fear of constant uprooting/relocation. The last factor that could

drive me out would be if there develops a discrepancy between what

my career goals are and what the Army wants for me. Also, as

many retiree benefits have been diminished or lost over the years,

there is less desire to reach 20 years for retirement purposes and

certainty what I'll benefit from what current retirees receive. Those

retiree benefits are subject to the whim of elected (political)

representatives and could be changed or deleted any time.

* I) Nursing technician and adrhinistrative staffs do their best, but

( )are quickly overwhelmed by the massive numbers of patients for

whom this system provides care. Resources are poorly allocated to the

medical centers while surrounding MEDDACs - with the responsibility

to provide most of the patient care - are wanting. Subspecialty

support in many areas of high need is severely lacking. As a result,

an inappropriate amount of time is spent by the physician triaging

patients and spending CHAMPUS dollars so that the patient can receive

the appropriate care and that the already overworked staff won't

"burn-out" any more than they already have. 2) The specialty pay

given to pediatricians and pediatric subspecialties - much less than

colleagues in other (sometimes less demanding) specialties - is an

insult and is widely perceived by us as communicating the low regard

military medicine has for dependent care in general. 3) We should
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either hire more people and pay them what they are worth, or give it

up altogether and sign up for BC/BSI

* Training is different from staff practice. Staff work fewer hours

and are paid more, and have much more choice about what they do.

The training is good, but if the hours are like this as staff, I'm out

ASAP.

* 1) After the conflict in the Gulf I realized I am not a warrior. I

feel I can more comfortably serve my country in another status, i.e.,

last April I interviewed at an Indian Health Service Hospital. 2) 1 like

the idea of continuing my time toward retirement but am looking at

IHS, PHS, or the VA. 3) Since I don't plan on settling in an area with

a military medical center, the medical benefits may never by available

to me or my family. 4) 1 don't like the idea of taking a pay cut! (loss

of ISP for psychiatrists). The new system is monetary incentive only

applies to non-committed time. If I could get the MORB money during

GME payback I might consider staying. 5) My spouse is quite anti-

military - she plays a big role.

• Being in the Army is a love-hate situation. You hate the Army 957.

of the time. Five percent of the time you love it. That special "thing"

you do in the Army (medicine, trauma, combat, aviation, etc.) is so

great or such a high that it outweighs the other 95%. of the B.S.
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* The military doesn't treat you as a professional. No doctor's lounge,

doctor's dining area, and in the surgery locker rooms the surgeons are

given half lockers while the E-2 scrub tech gets a full size one (it's his

"primary work area"). RHIP! HAI! The military doesn't even trust

you to eat a $1.00 slice of pizza from a drug rep or pick up the latest

Antibiotic Handbook from one. The whole idea of order entry by

physicians (the MD typing the order in a computer) while a nurse

refuses to take a verbal order "Because you are still in-house". This

alone is enough to leave. Return control of the AMEDD to docs and I'll

very likely stay!!

& I want equal opportunity to do specialty training - regardless of

my race, etc ......

& I am an older physician married to a professional (college

professor). My wife cannot freely move every few years without

sacrificing her professional credibility, leaving her established

network, and giving up her retirement. Additionally, we do not wish

to be separated if there is no war. The Army retirement program

requires 20 years to be vested. Prior to that, there is no guarantee,

unlike other organizations that have 1, 5, and 10 year vesting. The

military services are behind the times. Most spouses work, but the

military could care less. This needs to change. The retirement

program should have graduated vesting prior to 20 years of service
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and there should be a tax-sheltered annuity program for voluntary

contributions. The Army tours are too short, too mandatory (moves),

and everyone is expected to have unaccompanied tours eventually,

regardless of circumstances.

• 1) 1 feel the military loses many active and reserve physicians

because it doesn't treat them as professionals. Desert Storm/Shield

was a good example. Hospitals were double and triple staffed. Even

the MASH unit that I was attached to in Saudi Arabia was two and one

half times the normal strength. I realize that we were expecting

mass casualties. But many of the physicians didn't return to their

practices until mid-May. I saw many physicians that were gone from

August to May. That was for a three day war. I think if the

military would have treated the professional people better, many

would have felt positive about the war. The result of what happened,

many are getting out. 2) Many physicians, including myself, enjoy

being staff physicians. We are trained as physicians and we provide

excellent health care. However, I am unhappy about the need to

direct one's career to the management part of medicine. I wish some

of us could practice hands-on medicine for our entire career.

* There are two major reasons that I will probably leave the service

as soon as legally possible. The first is the dishonorable behavior of

senior personnel in their dealing with me. I had a verbal agreement
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with the consultant to the Surgeon General for my field, that if I

served a year in Korea, I could pay back the rest of my obligation (2

years) in Hawaii. When it came to be time to cut my Hawaii orders, I

was forced to sign for 2 additional years to complete a 4 year tour, or

go elsewhere. Had I not been manipulated and lied to like this, I

would have been much more likely to consider a military career.

Second, I strongly resent that my ISP was taken away this year and

that more of the pay is based on extending service obligation. If you

just paid people fairly more would remain in uniform. I enjoy my

present job and like the people that I work with. What I resent is the

everchanging playing surface under control of seemingly insensitive

individuals in Washington, DC.

* There is a feeling that promotion boards, being comprised

predominantly of line officers and non-medical corps, have little

concept of what is important in the medical profession and put

inordinate weight on "military education". This is driving out many

"middle career" professionals. The biggest gig on the system is the

lack of sufficient nursing personnel and administrative support,

forcing physicians to engage in clerical or "orderly" duties.

* As I age, my priorities shift more and more to my family. I plan to

have children, *but feel the military is fairly insensitive to the needs of

working mothers, especially after Desert Storm where so many
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an impact on retention. This is demonstrated by the high correlation

between "Overall Satisfaction" and "Stated Probability of Leaving

Active Duty" (.568). When we look at the significant factors identified

in "Overall Satisfaction" (Table 2), there are others that may be

impacted locally. These include; "Ability to maintain proficiency in

field of medicine", "Number of hours worked", "The degree to which

the military treats you as a professional", "The diversity and

complexity of cases encountered", and "The importance medical

proficiency is given in decisions to promote military physicians".

To be able to meet the missions that Tripler Army Medical Center

has, the hospital must gain the cooperation and contributions of the

key constituents of the organization. This includes being able to retain

the best, most qualified group of physicians to meet these goals.

Physicians are critical to the operation of any medical organization and

their retention should receive the highest priority if the organization

(both locally and the Army Medical Department at large) is to succeed

The primary goal at Tripler should be to positively influence those

factors associated with retention which can be influenced at the local

level. The retention of good physicians imposes many responsibilities

on the hospital leadership (Asay & Maciariello, 1991). These include:

1. Properly orienting new physicians.

2. Maintaining morale, good facilities, and reasonable workloads.

3. Soliciting. feedback.

4. Nurturing individual talents.
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much younger that your civilian counterparts. Also, the quality of

the physicians with whom you work and the collegiality you get to

share - this is a frequent regret of those who have left. Salary

means nothing if you're unhappy or have no time to spend it. Your

first assignment after residency training makes or breaks your

chances for a military career.

* More attention to career development is needed. Decisions about

where to assign someone often seem to be on the basis of immediate

need rather than long-term development. Those individuals who are

best able to promote their careers may not be best suited for the

positions they attain. The medical politics and backscratching between

the SGO and WRAMC creates the sense that there are two Army

Medical Corps; that serving the DC area and those on the outside.

* My major dissatisfaction with military medicine is not one item, it

is a conglomeration of many, many small hassles that the

Army/Tripler creates. They are (in no particular order):

1) 1 can't make a long distance or AUTOVON phone call from my

office. I have to walk to the admin. section, wait for the onj long

distance line to clear, then make my call. If its busy, I get to wait. I

am a sZa=L physician! 2) Not having a regular and reliable office

staff. While the people that are there are doing their best (the

turnover of admin. staff is tremendous), working at the ortho front
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desk is a horrible job. The staff turnover creates confusion, patients

don't get seen and get mad, etc... 3) The huge patient load strains the

system. Its very hard to get regular follow-up appointments because

of the large new patient load. 4) The lack of assistance from social

work, home loan, PT, pharmacy, etc.. Home loan regularly runs out

of equipment and they don't help the patient with alternative

resources.

* I would gladly complete 20 years in service (9 additional years) if

they would allow me to continue to practice in Hawaii.

* i) The number of "incompetent" doctors who are taken in from

private practice, promoted to colonel and put in positions of command

to make other physicians miserable is excessive (20-30%). 2) The

general attitude of "he's going to get out anyway so we'll do what we

want to him" by commanders is annoying (also not universal).

1 1) QA is time consuming, an oppressive burden to most of us forced

against our will to do it and essentially accomplishes little of practical

importance to change medical practice, but like a metastatic cancer it

is unstoppable and here to stay. 2) The PT and weight control

programs are a good goal, but I have seen g (even excellent) people

severely hurt because of it. I think it is overdone! 3) If you want

the best quality of care, you've got to keep the best people (salary,
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working conditions) and give them the best tools and equipment and

training (this is not yet being done in the Army).

* A career in military medicine provides the opportunity and privilege

to serve and pursue two of the most significant and important

professions; the profession of arms in service to one's country, and the

profession of medicine in service to individuals and society. Military

medicine also allows one to grow in almost any direction he/she

wishes; it is not confining. The military physician has the

opportunity to take different forms of responsibility than that of

his/her civilian counterpart. The military physician also has the

exposure to, and opportunity to learn from, our nation's great leaders.

The values of service, patriotism, integrity, "duty, honor, and

country" are learned and reinforced not only for and by the military

physician, but for his/her family. It is a great "life-style".

* Being deployed to an area of conflict (i.e. Gulf War) is what now

most strongly influences my decision to probably leave the military.

As a mother with two small children, I am unwilling to entertain this

possible personal sacrifice. The issue of monetary compensation falls

next in line.

* Medical commanders must realize that they have to get out in their

hospitals and get to know the people that work for them. The fact

that a commander does not take the time to personally go around and
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occasionally talk to his staff translates, to them, that he just doesn't

care or that he is too stupid not to realize how important it is. I have

worked under both types of commanders and it is like night and day.

I will let you guess which one that TAMC has in view that I have not

seen our commander in my clinic in over the past two years. My

second beef is that the promotion of medical officers is not based on

any merit system, as the bad doctors are promoted on the same basis

as the good doctors.

* I am very satisfied with my role at Tripler. We have a superb

training program, excellent residents, an interesting patient mix with

a moderate volume of cases, and an excellent staff. The Army medical

leadership has been very responsive to my desire to remain clinical

and at this facility (21 years). We have an extremely modern, well-

equipped, and staffed clinic of which we are very proud. While our

compensation does not match that of our civilian counterparts, our

needs are not great - so we are satisfied. Those things I would

change/improve if I was in charge would be to increase the number of

nursing and anesthesia personnel in the OR so we could do more cases,

increase funding for TDY for my residents and staff; and give us more

help with QA, It is very physician labor intensive and it is not

always clear what is the value of various exercises. Perhaps we

should have a GS 5-6 QA coordinator for our service, since one of our

physicians is the QA leader for the department.
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* I have been extremely pleased with the residency training I have

received at TAMC and feel it has been as good or better than large

university programs on the mainland. The main factors affecting my

remaining in the military beyond my current obligation would be

quality of facilities and ancillary support, pay, and ability to

determine geographic location and fellowship training. The first few

years after initial residency training will determine whether or not

the military is an attractive alternative to the civilian sector. If all

factors were equal or nearly comparable, I would elect to remain in

the military as I also derive a great deal of fulfillment from serving

my country as a member of the armed forces.

9 The military falls short of securing woman physicians. For a lot of

reasons the military is an excellent place for women to practice

medicine. Most women would prefer the set-up of military medicine

as opposed to private practice. However, it appears that the military

is unconcerned with attracting this group of physicians. While

incentive pay and rank may be attractive to our male counterparts,

we have other concerns and wants. For example: 1) Greater

flexibility with pregnancy leave. 2) The ability to postpone payback

years in order to spend a year or two at home with young children.

3) Military daycare. 4) The ability to have more control regarding

military moves (Despite the fact that this is 1991, many female

professionals must accommodate their husbands careers as well, and
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find it difficult to relocate every 3 - 4 years.

* I feel that the Army has given up on trying to retain experienced

emergency physician specialists. There seems to be no long term plan

to retain 62As. The emphasis is on pumping physicians through the

three residency programs, and let them go at the end of their

commitments. 62As have been declared "less war essential" than

surgical specialties, and our ERs are lacking adequate

monetary/personnel resources to deal with the non-emergent patients

that are dumped on us because of the failure of the "system" to

provide adequate primary care.

* I am obligated to 20 years service, adding a 2 year MORB to increase

my obligation of total time from 18 to 20 years. Payment of a

retention bonus for those over 20 years would be a valuable retention

tool for those over 20 years of service.

The military promotes based on time in service, not medical

proficiency. This is a bunch of baloney. We need more nurses and

ancillary care providers. Patients in the military, in general, do not

seem appreciative of the care they receive, nor do they have an

understanding of how hard we work. When I was a medical student

I questioned a physician on why he was leaving the military. He told

me it was partly for pay, but also because no one asked him to stay.
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I would have to agree. I find that those in command could care less

about the physicians. In military terms, morale sucks (not just at

Tripler, but Army wide). If retirement is cut to 40% for 20 years

service, physicians are better off setting up their retirement fund as a

civilian. Despite all this, I feel we do an important job. Those in the

service to the U.S. deserve good care and I am considering making it a

career.

* I am tired of the unbelievably poor supp',rt that I receive from the

administrative services in my hospital. I am sick of the shortages of

ancillary help, supplies, etc. which constantly interfere with my

ability to practice my specialty. I am tired of being treated as a clerk

by the Army. Once, I had planned to make the Army a career, but I

have drastically changed those plans. Unless the administrative

support and ancillary services change radically during the remainder

of my obligation, I will join the remainder of my neurosurgical

colleagues in voting with my feet and finding an acceptable civilian

environment in which to continue my practice.

* Your "boss/bosses" can really make or break you, I feel. If things

are not so good In other areas, they can give you more freedom -

which can then let you come and go more easily, allowing for you to

take care of family, finances, and other problems. This can be a great

equalizer. But, if you have a bad boss, plus all the other Army stuff,
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forget it - speaking from a physician's point of view at least.

The staffing is horrible, the legal/QA requirements are increasing

and there is no support provided to accomplish these requirements.

Nevertheless, the military is more than happy to hold us responsible

(rather than themselves) and freely turns our names in to the

National Pratictioner Data Bank. Ineptness pervades all levels,

probably because these are the ones who could not get out and be

successful in the more lucrative yet also more competitive civilian

practice. Most often, especially at high levels, the ineptness is not

dealt with. The military has made grandiose promises and

commitments to both physician/nurse and patient, then, as usual, has

failed to come through.

9 If the military were willing to support me with personnel and

provided a professional environment within which I could work, if the

military paid me what I was worth to the community at large, if

they addressed the problems that I have openly defined at two major

medical centers - the military would not be losing this board certified

physician in July, 1992.

# The Army medical system is very frustrating. There is a large

amount of potential in Army physicians that is untapped and even

wasted due to the issues which you have so thoughtfully listed in this
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survey. I hope this survey has a positive impact on our armed forces

health care system because I would like to stay, but currently it just

isn't worth itl

* How doctors in Europe were used and misused during (and

especially after) Desert Shield/Storm has clinched my decision to leave

the Army.

* I entered the military without prior commitment. That was

greeted by suspicion immediately - "why would anyone join the

military if they didn't have to?". I was sent to Basic for 12 weeks -

no one else I know here had to attend this course - why not?

(everyone is different). After one year, I found I was qualified td

receive a bonus (significant $)... no one knows what money anyone

should get. If you find out you qualify, good luck getting It. I had to

demand they call Washington. No one knew I should be getting it, not

even my recruiter. I had no sponsor to help me transition to my

station until I demanded I get one. The bureaucracy is incredible. So

much money could be saved - much of the day in the hospital is spent

by everyone "protecting" their status and turf. Amazingly, the

medicine practiced despite multiple road blocks is excellent. Just think

how fantastic it could be if we could take care of the other problems.

* The fact that physicians are held to the same height and weight
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standards and PT test standards as Infantry and other combat arms,

who are physically active most of the day, is ridiculous. Physicians,

who are basically inactive physically, must take hours of time daily to

try and maintain some physical standard that is too high for the Job.

The military should either lower the standard or give time/work in

such a way to give us that physical standard if they want it so badly.

* 1) As an emergency physician, I do not get the pay that EM In the

private sector does. The Army does not recognize it as a critical

specialty, unlike the Air Force/Navy where my EM counterparts make

$8,000 per year more than I do. 2) 1 do not have the opportunity to

practice true emergency medicine - the ERs are family practice clinics

and the emergencies are too few to keep the skills I have been trained

for. 3) There are far too many patients to care for, too few nurses,

and ancillary staff and since EM is a young specialty, most 0-6s don't

understand our role and don't give us credit where it is appropriately

due. 4) I can see no reason whatsoever to stay in the Army. Rank

is abused and rationale often takes second seat to traditional opinion. I

am, however, very grateful for the residency training I got in the

Army and am very proud of it.

* My biggest concern, as a female/wife and mother with a husband

who is also active duty, is the prospect of being separated. Because

we both work extra long hours, is we were separated neither one of
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us alone could take adequate care of our children. Already the

military has tried to separate us twice. If we were both deployed I

don't feel that this would be fair to our children and would cause

extreme psychological stress to me. I think the military should not

deploy both AD parents. Perhaps they could also make some

allowances for decreased work hours for one parent when they're

both working greater than 40 hour work weeks. I think these

changes would assist in retaining more female staff, if the military is

indeed interested in such.

• I have a greater concern over the loss of future retirement/medical

benefits such as not being able to receive care as a retiree in the

future. Possible decreases in retirement pay in the future is also a

concern. If I can't depend on these with the military, I could get a

more dependable insurance and retirement plan in the civilian sector,

especially the sooner I left the military. I have always planned to do

20-25 years, but with the talk about cuts in the military budget I am

greatly concerned.

• 1) During the current Desert Shield/Storm operation I was deployed

as a 61J which is the same designation that a GMO fresh out of

internship would get, even though I received six years of post-

graduate training and I am board certified in nephrology. 2) There is

a huge disparity between what civilian nephrologlsts earn vs. their
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military counterparts, especially in Hawaii. 3) In my department at

Tripler, I have to perform various nursing, social service, and

secretarial jobs because to the lack of ancillary support. 4) In the

military, there is no sense of fairness when taskings for various

deployments/assignments are made. It appears that always a few

individuals (those with the least seniority) do all of the taskings.

Several staff have been at Tripler over 7-8 years and have never been

deployed anywhere. I have been at Tripler less than 2 years and have

been tasked to go places about 7 times.

In general I have been quite satisfied. I enjoy the patients I care

for, the people I work with, and the opportunity to teach students and

housestaff. I appreciate the opportunity I have had to administer a

training program. My only real complaint is with the new pay

package. I never thought much about how much I am paid and was

quite pleased with the bonus I received with the MORB. I truly do

resent the cut in pay I am expected to take with the new package. In

addition, although I did not expect a bonus for taking the position as a

director of a training program, it was satisfying to feel as if the extra

work involved was appreciated. The removal of the program

director's bonus would seem to indicate that GME is not felt to be very

important in Washington. My involvement in GME has been the best

part of my military career and should GME cease to be a priority in

Army medicine that would be a very strong incentive to get out.
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* I joined the Army because I was very unhappy in my civilian

practice. The major problem in my civilian practice was the

monotony. I found Army medicine challenging, exciting and varied. I

enjoy going to the field and have had several opportunities to

participate in field exercises. Above all, I have found Army medicine

to be of equal or better quality than civilian medicine. One reason I

believe I am pleased with Army medicine is because I have practiced

as a civilian. Many physicians come into the military immediately

after medical school. They receive their post-graduate medical

education in the military, then go into practice. They feel the lure of

the civilian practice. Once they get out, many of them realize that

civilian practice has many problems and they are less satisfied with

civilian practice than they thought they would be.

* The military has been very gracious to my family and to myself.

However, the inadequate "state of the art" equipment that this

institution lacks has a major detrimental effect on current practice in

today's medical field and inhibits professional advancement.

• 1) The recent decrease in pay for psychiatrists ($8,800) I find the

most disappointing. 2) Although the military appears supportive of

military families, I find it discriminates against single people, i.e., the

availability of military housing for single officers.
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* 1) The military needs to continue to work on the "pay package" to

adjust annually for inflation and help make us more compatible to our

civilian counterparts. 2) Need to update and modernize our field

medical capabilities (for deployments and war situations).

* The reason I will not stay in the military is because of a total lack

of concern by the Army in trying to assign my wife and I to the same

location.

• Treat military physicians as doctors. Quit pretending that they are

"soldiers", they are not! Just accept that and get on with the job.

For those that wish to pursue more than medicine, let them. For

those that do not, leave them so!

* I have been satisfied with where I've been and what I've done,

mostly. However, there are a great many straws the military piles

on the backs of it's camels. Biggest straw of which is treatment of

MDs as the lowest common denominator. There is no recognition of

the MD's importance as head of the healthcare team and extensive

academic accomplishments to become a physician. This is in sharp

contrast to the situation one encounters in private practice. This is

manifested by a whole host of issues such as parking, adequate

support staff (both professional and administrative), inadequate pay,

and the juvenile approach taken by "leadership" in regard to
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inappropriate, superficial, PT testing, height/weight standards, and

drug testing (all of which are given a higher priority than professional

ability). Lack of leadership is another issue not addressed. Most

individuals in the upper echelon "leadership" px)sitions are not of a

caliber one can respect as a person or a professional. They all too

often get caught up in the military concern with superficialities and

appearances, rather than deal with substantive issues.

* We need a reward system for docs who bust their butts to go the

extra mile, etc.. Use CHCS (Composite Health Care System) to see who

really sees patients - give them extra TDY money. Extra

conference/TDY money should be given to PROFIS (Professional Officer

Filler System) doctors. Make that into a honor rather than a buraden.

* I came into the Army thinking I might possibly make a career out

of the Army. I have spent the last 7 years on active duty being

convinced of the folly of this notion. I would be content to keep

making as much money as I'm making now. However, on the outside,

I can do this working one-quarter to one-half as much as I do now. I

have had to postpone having my family because I don't have enough

time for children with my current schedule. However, pay is frankly

not the biggest issue. Attempts to solve the problem of physician

retention with pay alone will not address the biggest issues. My Job is

made more and less pleasant on a day to day basis by innumerable
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hurdles and idiotic policies. If I start work at an unusual hour (a late

start in the OR for example), I can't get a place to park. Scrubs

without holes are a rarity in the locker rooms, as are shoe covers.

Cases are frequently cancelled at the last minute because of inadequate

workups, patient refusal, inadequate equipment, or reasons that stem

form attempts to manipulate the OR schedule. These events are far

less frequent on the outside. Staff members are constantly being

pulled form the workplace to attend some idiotic, bureaucrat-

mandated training, such as HIV or sexual harassment training. We

are saddled with a computer system that seems to make life easier for

every segment of the hospital except the group that works the longest

hours; the physicians. It significantly increases our workload. Cases

are billed as "emergencies" when they are really a matter of

convenience; this happens on the outside also, but staffing is adequate

to handle the demands for such favors. It Is not uncommon for

residents to lie to staff members In an attempt to manipulate the

schedule. This behavior is condoned by their staff and we are forced

to tolerate it because we are a "service" rather than a "department".

An average workday is at least 10 hours long, but the hospital

commander imagines that the ORs finish at noon or one because cases

are not scheduled to start after that time. Because of our power down

political position, cases routinely run late because of unrealistic time

estimates. When the rooms run late enough, urgent cases end up

being postponed until the scheduled cases finish. We are constantly
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asked to provide services that we do not have the manpower to

support. We are also trying to provide quality care with shoddy,

careless logistical support. Copying articles for my students is difficult

because of all of the turf battles about copier utilization. The

secretary does not have the time to do the copying for me. When I try

to work at my desk in the office, I also find myself answering the

department telephone. Now they tell me that they're going to close the

library after normal duty hours, to boot. My immediate supervisor

has a wretched clinical practice, but he was brought back into the

Army (he goes back and forth) with the rank of 0-6. Despite my

efforts to teach rotating interns, write, give inservices, and introduce

new techniques into the OR, I will never have any official recognition

because some enlisted PT grader won't count my pushups because of a

lumbar lordosis. In reality, the quality of one's clinical practice

means little or nothing to whoever makes decisions about

advancement. My husband is trying to put his career back together

after our move here. I need to make my own decisions about where I

am going to move in order to stay with him. I am sick and tired of

being treated as though I don't know when I'm supposed to be at

work, .e.g., signing in and out on leave. In general, I have spent the

last 7 years being treated as something far less than a highly trained

professional. My skills count for nothing; playing "the game" counts

for everything. I am tired of working hard with no support and no

recognition. I will be voting with my feet in December.
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* I have appreciated the opportunity to practice two specialties;

pediatrics and orthopedic surgery, in the Army. I have been proud to

serve in the U.S. Army. Obviously, money has not been a seriously

negative factor in my career to date. However, I have noticed serious

problems with the treatment of physicians as professionals. As well,

there is a constant shortage of support personnel and there has been

since I entered the Army In 1972. Technology has been slow in coming

and slow to be adopted due to expense in military medicine. The same

has not been true in research and development for weapons systems.

I'm afraid that as long as "preservation of the fighting strength" is the

mission of U.S. Army Health Services Command, then the state of the

art teaching of Army physicians and nurses will suffer fiscal setbacks

to weapons systems. Hopefully care of active duty and family

members will achieve a higher priority in the future, as manifested

by improved financing of the health care systems for wellness,

prevention, and then, state of the art intervention when these fail.

Higher pay and long term stability of assignment location are the

greatest inducements to stay in. Retirement pay based on base pay

•DI•I bonuses would be the greatest incentive. Bonus pay needs to be

indexed to inflation/cost of living raises. There needs to be "save pay"

rules that keep you from taking pay cuts during your career.

Physicians shouldn't have to do so much administration, such as

Justifying and researching equipment purchases, manpower studies,
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etc... More support people are needed. Weekend days or non-duty

days shouldn't count as leave. A good friend of mine left the Army,

makes twice as much as I do, and gets three months of vacation a

year - Need I say more?

* There is a lack of TQM principles used in physician retention. My

understanding of a TQM approach would be; we want to attract,

retain, and further train (throughout their career) quality

physicians. We want to create the type of organization that quality

individuals will make a long term commitment to, and in turn, we

will make a long term commitment to developing them (recognition

that commitment to quality is a two-way street). For the next 8

years I will be making $14,000 to $16,000 less a year than an

identically qualified civilian contemporary, not because I won't make a

short term (MORB/MSP) commitment to the organization, but because

I did make a long term commitment to the organization (service

academy/USUHS). I feel betrayed, I feel like I was a fool to commit to

this organization. Physicians are perspicacious, highly educated, and

have a marketable skill (options), Though they accept and respect the

role that the military's arbitrary authority plays in wartime, they

are wary of it's unnecessary application in peacetime. The

authoritarian cynicism inherent in the breach of contract that

retrospectively says, " We own you, so we don't have to pay you

resonates with their deepest suspicions. It isn't about money. It's
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about loyalty and trust. The good ones, the ones you want, struggle

with commitment, they make an active decision. They ask, "is this

organization worthy of my commitment (and my family's

commitment). They look at situations like mine, they know I'm

obligated, and what do they see?

* I would probably do it again. It has both its advantages and

disadvantages, but the "pluses" outweigh the "minuses".

a Basically, I've made most of my points with the various rankings.

I answered with My "first impression", and surprised myself when I

completed the bottom of the previous page. It seems the real factors

that will "keep me in" are "patriotic" matters, such as *7 and *21.

The factors concerning why I might leave do not surprise me

nearly as much - I think about them often. Most important are *'s 14

and 34. Regarding *14, even in my short 4 years of active duty, I've

already seen incompetence in "leadership" positions and "promoting" of

Medical Corps officers to "get them out of our hair and make them

someone else's problem". It is really sad sometimes. Another problem

is the Medical Corps' "automatic promotions" - It is a communist

system that promotes mediocrity. In other words, even though I feel

most MC officers are very good, those who are not will be promoted at

the "automatic six year" time just like me. It would keep good MC

officers like myself in longer if I could get promoted just a "token"
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couple of months earlier than those of lesser competence in my field.

What good does it do for me to score in the 90th percentile among

pathology residents in our yearly nationwide test when I can't get in a

leadership position any quicker than somebody who scores in the

bottom 10V?

The other main reason to leave is *34. I'm not sure why the

Army continually Jokes about doctors "not being real officers" and not

sharing in the camaraderie of the military, but at the same time does

not offer Army medals, etc., for Medical Corps achievements. Again,

to be specific, most soldiers can earn quite a few ribbons and badges

just by doing their jobs with excellence (note that I o feel that they

earn their ribbons). But in the MC, I've never put in less than 80

hours/week, yet all I've earned is my "rainbow ribbon". Why isn't

there a ribbon MC officers get for completing internship (up to 120

hours/week and extremely stressful)? Completing residency training?

Completing C-4, etc.? It would be nice if after 5 years of residency I

could have earned three ribbons for the things I mentioned above. The

only way we can earn ribbons is to leave our responsibilities (and

make patients wait even longer to get a clinic visit) here at the

hospital and go earn an Expert Field Medical Badge! I did earn my

Airborne wings while I was in medical school - one of the most prized

badges in the Army - believe me, my internship year made my 3

weeks at Airborne school seem like a weekend on Maui! Anyway, you

get the idea. One last point - giving the ribbons Just might sway a
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few good docs to stay in and costs the Army virtually no money. It is

a lot cheaper than adding bonus after bonus to my paycheck. Let's

face it, no matter how many bonuses you add, I'll make more as a

civilian; why not divert your energy to new techniques for retention

like those I have listed. The only thing that adding bonuses does is

retain the incompetent, who again think it is great to stay in the

Army at lower pay than the civilian world, but get to put in far

fewer hours (as a staff not resident physician).
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APPENDIX C

CORRELATION MATRIX

ASPECTS OF MILITARY SERVICE
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CoWrelatio MatIx ftr Variables: Xl- X27-

eor... )oot... Profice... •¢s E .. R Duty )teW... Isp MrL/Bon...

•or!... 1___

Opportu... .189 1

Proficien... .141 .708 1

Punue Tng .078 .12 .116 1

El Duty .009 .013 .004 .249 1

Other Work .201 .171 .177 .111 .229 1

ISP .072 .084 .117 .098 .035 .225 1

Pay/Bon... .109 .115 .193 .114 .13 .39 .676 1

14 Comp... .159 .072 .12 .068 .064 .037 .377 .445

Field Tng .174 .017 .088 .035 .347 .286 .178 .25

Depioyme... .268 .173 .212 .183 .427 .351 .194 .263

Prof. in P... .183 .183 .224 .014 .08 .238 .273 .129

OIours Y... .109 .221 .143 .185 .178 .453 .229 .315

*Pts Car... .131 .247 .177 .074 .027 .206 .103 .226

Diversity -.166 .2 .328 .102 -.051 .015 .017 .1441I 1
Continult... 1.142 .191 .18 .094 1.102 .217 j.18 9  1.182

Correlatio Matrix for Variables: X1 - X2 7

;cos..),otu. ;rr... Pur•sue ... E'R Dut )eW... VP P/Bon...
M spt... ..04;2 .177 .187 -.1se -.081 1.076 1.078 1.077

#Admin ... 2.902E-4 .123 .1s -.11 -.004 .097 .174 8 .085
Parking -.OS7 .189 .179 .06S .04 1.171 .138 .138

Equipment .017 .166 .274 -.102 .04 .19_ .077 i.1 22

QA Tasks .046 .087 .123 .0S9 1.076 .186 1.096 .019

Job Secu... 0S3 .219 .18 .19 i.103 .132 j.133 _.026

Treated a... .129 .201 .1s8 -.012 .122 .276 S.07 1.133
#PCS .161 .214 .1SS .375 .243 .3S7 4.272 1.358

Snsitive .... 283 .294 .2s1 .121 .151 .141 1.132 1.083

Tle/Tr .... 166 .105 .214 .105 .085 1.411 1231 .322

Overa . 254 .313 .306 .136 j.191 j.341 1.103 1.130
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COr o Outri for Vawisable X1 - X- 7

W COM... Fiel Tn Deo~m.,, Prof. In ... .o .,. Ofs Ca... Dimversity..
id r.np... 1 _ _ _ _ _ _

FieldoTn .084 1
DepaOYme... .081 .57 1
Prof. in P. .207 .292 .1e6 1
m'ours Y... .14S .214 .271 .281 1

tCcar... .136 .114 .168 .2 .506 1
Diversity .101 .006 -.009 .056 .01s .4S3 1
Contint*... .199 .242 .2S4 .412 .377 .385 .19-11

Correlatio M1tri. for Variables: Xl - XZ7

W4 Com... Field Ting )ei ... Prof. in ... Mdour ..., 0Pts Ca... Wiesit& ,onytinui...

m Sptm... .213 .041 .0S9 .279 .245 .336 [.156 -1.384

#Admin .... 275 .125 .03 .346 .286 .237 .016 .284
Parking .246 .163 .033 .311 .24 .243 1.032 1.221
EquIpment .243 .133 .071 .284 .321 .306 1.165 1.258
QA Tasks .047 .298 .226 .272 .212 .215 -.01 1.2S$
Job Secu... .166 .088 .104 .256 .198 .128 -116  1.16s
Treated a... .267 .279 .20S .52 .348 .326 .121 .428
m .1S4 .23 .412 .175 .328 .15 .081 .237
Sensitive... .222 .274 .254 .371 .265 .277 .204 _1.344
Twne/Tr... .257 .315 .235 .285 .301 .171 .068 1.278

Overl, ... .412 .234 .827 .444 1.423 M.S .184 1.383
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Correlation Matrix for Variables: X1 - XZ7

om U so... mg, 1 OATasks J Treated ... 1

#Aiin ... .AS 1 __

Puldg .248 .268 1

Eqment .383 .389 .299 1

QA Task .162 .216 .28e .382 1

Job Secu... .066 .048 .177 .26 1.232 1

Treated a... .367 .47S .276 .384 .zS1 .176 1:
MCS .02S .042 .114 .167 .09 .21 .185 1
Sensitive... .194 .267 .$05 .2S6 .196 .183 .378 .338

TwmeTr....216 .S22 .223 .216 .199 .177 i.316 .315
Overall, .331 .39 .246 .366 -. 235 .291 .SS1 .259

Correlation bbtrbx for Variables: X1- X.7

sitiv... rne/ir... ....

Sensitive to ... 1

Twmne/Travel .... $2

Overall Sat... .44S .364
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APPENDIX D

CORRELATION MATRIX

DECISION FACTORS
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Correlatiom 6tx for Variables: XI - X29

seo~o...•Dor... •o~,,•u... ERoUtN... Farnfy T...,Serve U.... W,...
Seoapl... 1

Opporti... .42 1

Proflcien... .441 .742 1

Puue T... .246 .377 .422 1

ER Duty.. .115 -.037 -.029 .076

Fanily T... .242 .245 .313 .223 .242 1

Save Lts. .181 .259 .31 .263 .219 .368 1

oU"Wo... .268 .249 .303 .201 .085 .301 .35 1

Field Tng... .149 .068 .034 .116 .24 .213 .324 1.361

eploymre... .196 .11 .036 .116 .192 .242 .313 .279
Counterp... .241 .263 .342 .1s .221 .303 .132 .223

ti racti... .081 .213 .209 .12 .106 .17S .27S .224

Private P... .139 .201 .261 .122 .189 .171 .292 .171

Prof. For... .382 .311 .334 .274 .151 .319 .234 .272

kmunity .193 .21 .22 .1S1 .063 .2 .055 .182
io,,. y... .19 .327 1.281 .23S .022 1.27 j.183 I.322

Note: 12 cases deleted with missing values.

Correlation bftri for Variables: XI - XSg

myr ... 1 ... Procide... Pursue ... E R Ouftv... unily T... Serve U.... rhOMW...

#Pnts Yo... .273 .362 .349 .249 .078 .166 .153 2.S8

Irersty...2.27 .335 .338 .265 -.037 .216 .218 1.153

Contrwt .... 327 .314 .304 .186 .204 .164 .237 .316

Ability to .173 .352 .327 .315 .114 .218 .217 .319

Quality M... .362 ,$$9 .306 .287 .191 .363 .S44 '.403

Wartime ... .123 .17 .145 .127 .034 .273 .35 .368

Conflict .., .192 .188 .192 .14 .101 i.28 .376 .41

Parking... .101 .12S .0S6 .072 .208 1.166 .132 .199

Equipmen... .281 .39S .46 .253 .168 .296 .366 1.33S

QA Tasks... .063 .144 .1S7 .17S .227 1.218 .199 1.3S2
#Mcn Spt... .182 .222 .284 .153 .208 .168 .249 .213

#Admin ... .128 .237 .263 .1S4 .125 .164 .231 .229

BSP.... .188 .201 .228 .099 .004 .168 .172 .104

Retention... .287 .328 .251 .153 -.072 .2SS .267 .207

Pay/son... .219 .306 .316 .235 -.009 .291 .248 .181

WIl Comp .... 236 .327 .353 .2S4 -.046 11.273 .275 .273
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Correlation Matrix for Variablew XI - X$9

3eoor/... 01~ortu.. V Jgf"i... :use... :O Uty... Filmil T ... Serve U .... thrW...

Job Secu... .231 .268 .282 .239 .212 .291 .3S$ .335
Treated a... .349 .31 .381 .394 .29S .817 .303 .AS

#PCs... .27 .1S1 .139 .107 .214 .151 .176 .227

Sensitive... .362 .268 .25S .201 .224 .329 .315 .349

Tlmwe/Tr... .291 .26 .323 .189 .137 .193 .1S .293

"Moonlig... .233 .249 .273 .161 -.07 .106 .109 .165

Prob. Lea... .298 .303 .333 .3 .002 .224 .292 .278

Correlation Matrix for Variables: XI - X$9

Field Tn.. Delmm... .ounter... 4abrac... Prime ... Prof. FO... mnitny #Hours ...
Field Trg... 1 _

Dep"oyme... .74 1 _

Counterp... .239 .176 1 1 I

Malpracti... .159 .157 .197 1 _

Private P... .094 .035 .242 .688 1 _

Prof. For... .235 .252 .37 .201 .197 11

kmunity .072 .03 .098 12 1.36 .308 1

#lours Y... .196 .148 1.226 .182 .241 1.27 .183 11
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Correlatio Matrix for Variable: X1 - X39

F Th..... er. .r,.. ... rvate ... Prof. Fo... o...

MPnts Yo... .12S .097 1.313 .335 .315 .306 ..282 .698
D0versty... .037 .087 .207 .261 .268 .127 .206 .309
Contiuit.... .20S .19 .325 .1 .113 .344 .068 .489
Abilty to... .172 .105 .278 .3S1 .373 .228 .337 .313
Qualty M... .373 .336 .274 .304 .261 .342 .21 .27

Wartime ... .533 .332 .149 .151 .094 .234 .144 .151

ConfllCt ... .602 .440 .189 .1 .074 .230 .156 .234

Patdng... .306 .271 .299 .115 .014 .303 .054 .181
EqIurmen... -319 .246 .286 .281 .304 .27S .155 .272

QA Tasks... .268 .244 .257 .158 .115 .305 1.138 .102
#Clin Spt ... .23 .181 .$37 .212 .207 .403 .094 .267

#Admin ... .249 .216 .355 .224 .204 .4S6 .113 1.29
ISP... .17S .133 .271 .186 .126 .401 .144 1.225
Retention... .205 .234 .174 .327 .237 .25 .169 .241
Pay/Bon ... .21 .227 .3S4 .285 .2S1 1.393 !.189 .297

Wt Com ... .183 .146 .375 .364 .345 1.372 1.176 1.39

Correlation Matrix for Variables. X1 - X3 9

Field Tn... ... Counter... WIarc... Prite ... frof. Fo... immunity 4lours ...
Job Secu....288 I.23 .195 .452 .388 1.371 1.413 1.35S
Treated a... .339 .219 .356 .297 .331 .S39 .267 1.445
X)CS... .21 .30S .103 .063 .088 .2ss L.o57 !.328
Sensitive... .368 .29 .214 .14 .174 .391 1.18 j.371

Thne/Tr... .176 .084 .287 .232 .2S2 .284 .199 1.282
"Mon•....023 .004 .187 .14 .111 .1S9 .057 1.296

Prob. Lea... .248 .138 .26 .221 .247 .272 1.216 1.356
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Correlation Matrix for Variables: X1 - X39

s$ Y... Diwersit... :ontinui.., t ... uaft ... tartime... Conflict ... Parking...

$pas Yo... 1
Diversity... .492 1
Contkit... S.68 .296 1

Abilty to... .369 .282 .342 1

Quality M.. .344 .31 .39 .S27 1

Wartime .... 076 .097 .191 .113 .306 1

Conflict ... .112 .022 .2S7 .139 .34 .834 1 i
Park"ng... .235S .136 .23 .1S6 .2 .073 .144 1
Equipmen. .233 .24S .219 .389 .419 .213 .236 .317
QA Tasks... .109 .087 .255 .Is8 .195 .189 1.224 .142
#Kin Wpt... .266 .124 .361 .183 .295 .146 .158 .$18
#Admin ... .229 .126 .277 .162 .259 .177 .183 .311
ISP... .23 .14 .152 .143 .166 .2S4 1.238 .234
Retention... .273 .244 .18 .206 .249 .3 .258 s .S03
Pay/Bon... .341 .301 .288 .248 .268 .25 i.254 .233. I
?41 Comp... i.376 .322 .359 .355 .305 1.273 j.216 .303

Correlation Matrix for Variables: X1  X$9

#Pt Y... Diversit.., ;ontinui... ** t... :)uaft .. Wartime... Conftlc .. Parking...

job Sm...3.5 6 .223 .316 .426 1.504 .178 1.198 1.09
Treated a...464 .23 .402 .317 .436 .262 1.26 1.308
#PCS... .346 .11S .443 .115 .279 .186 .239 .186
Sensitive... p.379 .213 .371 .271 .3S .351 .356 1.239
T'ner .. 3 .169 .347 .267 .24 .159 .159 .287
"moonli"...256 .071 .2S8 .1 1 .07 .143 .142 1.243
Prob. Lea... .336 1.217 .287 .21: ,287 .341 .364 .1S7

___ ___ _ ___ __ __ ___ __ __ __ ___ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .5
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Correlation Matrix for Variables: Xi - X3 9

. Task... ! S... #AdnIin ,, ± P. '€,1r..o.. SP.. tR/i... Wl om...

QA Tasks... .352 1
#m spt... .503 .38 1
#Admin ... .488 .358 1.825 1
ISp... .18 .137 .428 .41 1 _

Retention... .262 .129 .291 .295 .479 1 I
Pay/own... ZO.S .10 .333 .38 .808 .868 1
141Conm....308 .168 .415 .39 .535 .61 .74 1

Correlation Matrix for Variables: XI - X39

"uipme... ATask... 09iin So... #Admin ... ISP... Retio ... Iav/Bon... MI4 Com...
Job Secu .313 .213 .213 AS. .222 .24S .296 . 921
Treated a... .444 .239 .S5S .52 .I5 .337 - 4 28  I.50

ICS... .224 .203 .247 .214 .179 .201 1.154 i.217
Sensitive... .277 .166 .336 .307 .316 .347 .288 ..35 33
Tmne.Tr... .481 .178 .468 .479 .261 .294 1.265 1.33
"aMaool... .28 .175 1.253 .2S6 .249 .365 1.274 .249
Prob. Lea... .276 .171 .3S7 I.337 .271 .394 .377 i.476
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Correlation HMarix for Variables: XI X Pn9

Job Set... treted ... #PCS... Sensitiv... Towrne/lTr... loonia... Pro. Le...

Job Secu... 1

Treated a... .446 1

#PCS... .162 .306 1

Sensitive... .301 .SOS .45 1

Trme/Tr... .166 .469 .246 .493 1

'Moolig .... 051 .224 .173 .275 .SOS 1
Prob. Lea... .326 .462 .198 .476 .324 .27 1
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APPENDIX E

STEPWISE REGRESSION

OVERALL SATISFACTION
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Stepwis. Rf.UwSslM Ti :Overl* SAMOS go X vudinbis

F to Enter 2

F to Remove 1.999

Nhater of St"p 10
Varalefs Ealerid 10
VOUMbls Fonced ____..._0

No Readd Statistics Conyued

Stepils. Reeressig. T1 Oversk Sat/Dis 26 X vudubls

STE NO. 1 VOANAUE ENTED. Xzs: Treutd ms Pro?

It W"Wre I.Raiud "A Reui&Ma

1.551 1.303 1.1 1.9115

Mnads of Valane Table
som~e CC: Sean e Mean . mes.

plam 1170.045 170.945 04.4866
I ESKXUAL 1104 162.007 1.34
TOTAL 105 2$3.952 1

STIEP NO. 1 Stepulne Regresssl '1:Overdl SatADkn 26 X varlbles

Variable in Equemut
VarIab: Codreffiien Std. Err.: SLtd Coeff.: F to Remow:
KIrERCE~r 11.17 I I I
Trusted as Pro? .I0 .033 LS .551 184.4866

Varible Not in EqmitAn
Valuble Par. Carr F to Enter

00w~cn. .221 19.09

Pi do.266 14.644

1 .149 14.378 ý
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STEP NO. 1 Stepwse Regmasle Ti :@verab, Sat/Dis to X variables

Vwubles Not In Equaton
VaiubWe Par. Coer F to Enter

Other Work .256 11.597
uSP .066 1.454
Pay/Boma Pro- .076 1.124

FIelTri .101 1.961

Prof. in Prmow... .22 0.656G

STIEPNO. 1 Stepise Regresalm. V:OvermkSat/Dl* 26 X vaiabls

Vlwl" Not in Equatio
Varial: Par. Corr F to Enter

lOurs YOU WO... .296 13.523
ts Cared For .22S 10.052

DWW .141 3.94
Cafmt rC. .195 7.658
#CmSt tf .166 5.442
#Aif p t. .175 6.&07
Pat .117 2.677

STEP NO. I StepulsUp Egmls W 1 T:Overab, Sat/Dis 26 X variable

VWAr"bl Not in Equatio
Vulaie)W Par. Cam. F to Enter.
Eqkl- .201 8.1
QA Tawk .12 2.829
Job Scky .236 11.415

Om .191 7.29S
ISomknslito Fe..1.306 119.923
Time/nave F ... 1.24 111.756
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Stepulse Rog amle Ti :@wvkr SMAUDs to X varobles

STM NO. 2 VANAULE EKFtED-: XO: W Cepeua too

It R-MMre MI *"werd EdS Piaklsn
LOIS 1.87 1.373 1.867

Analysi of Variance Tabe
Saulve DF: MimiV Sue: F-test

NERSIN 2 33.64S 144.322 158.009
REE e 145.209 1.752
TOTAL 195 I233.352

STE NO.!2 Stepwbe Rogreaslam TI:Overal. S~AUDIs 26 X wviables
VaidAbes hInEquationi

Vartabft Coeffwicet St. Err.: SW. COOKf: F to Remove:

id CanylenslatL. .135 LO.038 S.2

Treated os Pro? .265 LOSS 1.475 65S.067

Variable Not in Equaiton
varle. Par. corr F to Enter

4441_________1_ ?.1ts

P 1floy .253 13.161

STUP NO.!2 Stapulse Regresalee Ti :Ovaral SMAt/Us 26 X aibe

Vwaribe Not in Equation
Varale: Par. Corr F to Enter

-VtDuy .146 4.199
Other work .264 14.370
Sp -.048 .351
Pm~owPo -.077 1.133
Field Tp .103 2.00
De!loy!ent .267 14.761
Prof. In Promo... .205 8.452
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STEP NO. 2 Stagpuiae Regresam ls. iOerL, MAtWe 261 X variablS

VwiAme Hot In Equation
Vadubi: Par. Comr F to Enter.

Mbaure You Wo.. .204 13.1 56
#St Cared for .217 0.516
Dkrk .125 3.051
Cotnkyo . .174 5.066
.#!jn tSa~ff 1.132 5.5
#~Apm S S .. 1.126 8.005
fwlgv LOG .60

STEP No. 2 Stepwise Itegressle. TI:OveraE,. Sat/Die 26 X variables

V.1I.S Not in Equation
VutabWe Par. Corr F to Entr

EQOM .150 5.011
QA TuSW .135 8.547

Jo .206k M3.701
WCM .165 S.484
Senuitiveto Pa... .279 16&246
Thue/Trawel F... .101 7.205

Stepuls. Regresasim TY :Ovenall SIWADIs to X vari abe

STIEP NO. S VAMANL BEN1!D X g: EM sNV Ye WaRt

ft R-aaaEd ft Rmmu~ 061 Nealust
1.658 .433 1.424 Fel1

AO/iwus or Variance, Tmbe
some DF: Saumi : Squaan . F-eCt

NEESSM0 3 1101.130 133.720 143.616
IESINUAL 1102 182.64 .61

TOTAL 10 233.852 f
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STEP NO. 3 Stepulb RepraMom Ti :OvwirL Sat~De to X vNIatbles

Varable. Coefficit Std. Err.: Utd. CoefW.: F to Remov.
S.427
W__ Co_ _s_.._.176 .037 .272 23.124
Miinw You Wo... 145 .034 .247 18.16
Treated as Pro? .19 1.0335 .302 43.273

Vwiae Not in Equation
Varlalt. Par. Comr F to Enter
Geogr Cl...1 16.4041
Opportunit .22 19.702

Proftcency .23$ 11.487

STP NO. $ StepmWe Regresuim TI:Overud. Satmt s 26 X vaidab

Variables Not in Equation
Vuidde Par. Conr F to Enter

Pursue TOO .104 2.061
ER Duty .11 2.339
Other Waht .167 S.S
ISP -.115 2.544
Pay/Bmnu Pr9..ý -.178 &275

Field Thn .068 .398
.213 9.SSS

STEP NO. I Stepuse Regr 1- Ti:Overwa SatWNOs 26 X variablf s

Varkin Not In Equation
Vaimle: Par. Corr F to Enter
Prof. hI Prom... .179 &33
Ot Cared For .102 2.017

O .141 $.SOS
C£!kwk, of C.. .104 2.074
# ! So!t Sffn .009 1.888
"#Almin sot U- ...09 11.554

Pml•.016 LOS
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STIEP NO. 3 Stepifte eRepssim Y 1:OvraI, SatDis 26 X variables

V&W1~s Not In Equauti
Vubtue Per. Corr F to Enter
EQI11 .105 Z.112
CA TAWk M09 1.602
Jo eaft .176 6.00
mms .060 1.582
Senuleive to Fa.. 240 112.676
ThusfrrwiF F... .13 so1.77

Stepwise Regresslion YI :OvesaII Sat/Dke 26 X variabls

STEP NO. 4 VANAULJE ENTENED XZs: Sensitive ton Vainl

kt R-esJurod A4i Rsgursd RMw Residust
1.684 1.460 1.457 1.807

Analyss of Varimmle Tole
Somne OF: Sun Sinw M um:ar -ts

REGESSIONL 110.4 127.362 142.006
TOTAL 105 233.352 I

STe NO. 4 Stepifs. Regesio T1:Ovemal Sat/Die 26 Xvaibe
Vujubls m Equeatin

Vwi~bW. Coeldelt td. Err.:, St. COeWY: F to Renow.
INTERCEP .200 _____

W Conenoubst.., .16 .036 .246 10.848
Mours YOU Wo-. .12? .033 .217 ~ 141546

Treated ns Pro?, .18 Is.034 1.831 $0.057
Sendtye to FJ... .17 1.038 1.207 _12.678

Vwtlm Not in Equation
vuli~Ie Pu. Cwn F to fter

s6ongWdemh~Cf..1129 la2ISI
1.174 -L.053
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STE WO. 4 fteapls e~gremale. Ti :ovwakl gmt~Dl 26 X variables

Valabls Not In Equation
vat"bl: Par. Corr P to Enter:
plwec .201 7.066
PWJ O .062 1.277
E~l Dt .091 1.569
OtturWork .176 6.06
Sp -1,1 3.255
Pa/ousPo -.166 5.371
F~i!L....... Th .026 .131

STE NO. 4 Stepwlse RegressI..m Ti :Overk ab lfSt/s 26 X varliable.

Varible Not in Equation
Vuabw Par. Corr F to Enter~

Prof. In Promno... .137 3.613
Wts Cared For .076 1.002

Co!imlr oSC.. .003 .749

#Aii*1 Spt St... .076 1.064

SME NO. 4 Itepifs. Represdal. V1 :Overul Sat/D~s 26 X varibles

Variale Not in Equation
Variable: Par. Corr F to Enter

Nf -.032 .195
Eqk"i .067 1.S45
QA Tasks .077 1.141

~ .1534.866
.cS .027 1.142
11me/flavel F... .08 11.345
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StepWl. ftesse u Iu :Overal SAt/Ds 26 X -mbles

STEP NO. 5 VANAULE OfEWrED XS: Prellclescy

It R-SMuu Wgowsaued 045 Reud~at
1.7 1.489 1.470 1.793

AN%*Y*i Of Vailme TaWl
Sam~e OF: kroawi as: ou : Mates

__________________ 114.452 122.89 U2I ESCKAL 1190 119.4 1Ofl5642
TOTAL 195 255.652

STE NO. 5 Stepubmls rese Tj:OverdIE SeAUDI go x vuarbd*

Valabl: Coeffmaiet Std Err.: Std CoOM: F to Remio:

Aclec .096 .034 .152 7.966
W4 .o~WA A155 .015 .236 19.17S
Nlows You Wa.. .122 .033 .207 15.665
Treated as Pro? .181 .0SS 1.824 129.879
Sesnitve to Fa..1.099 1.033 1.176 19.151

Varbiabe Not in Equatio
Vaidftl Par. Corr F to Enter

;;cCon.. .11 I12.674

STEP NO0. 5 Stepwise fegromilm Y1 OveraL SAt/De 26 X vulablS

Varible Not in Equation
Variabl: Par. Corr F to Enter
Opo~f .052 Soo9

A ein .067 A6SS
ERDt .103 2.021

00we Work .156 4.098
USP 1-145 4.065
Pa/oa r. -.203 6.114

flTna 1.027 .184
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STUP No. 5 Stepulse Regresulen Ii :Ovwrhl SaU/ 26 X MaIONlS

Vwlubes Hot In Equatiw
VOd~k: Par. Corr~ to Eniter

De !mi . .161 5.059
PiW. in Pmmno... .116 2.568
#ts Cueod For .061 .701

Mwlt .048 .43
Calmt fC. .05 .478
OM Spt Stff .072 1.015

#~Admn ptS... .067 Jess

STE No. S Stepuse Regressbeml :Overal, SatADIs 26 X vriableS

Vulable Not in Equation
Vaai": Par. Corr F to Enter

poftm______ .481

Evib"We .04.456
QA Ta .067.843

Job Secuity .13 3.631

mm_____ 1.017 ___ 1.054

ThmfrweM F ... 1.077 1___.12 _

Stepuls megre#%en Yi :OvraU, Sat/Dis 26 X varible

WTW NO. 6 VARIANLE EITEREDr Xg: PayAImm P.gm

It Rsue Ad.ft WGquedt R4S Reskidut

1.714 .51 1.40S 1.7783

Analyss of Vwlunce Tabe
smaw" OF: knSgurn Mea Square: Ms

KSJL Io114.484 .606

TOTAL 105 233.352
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STEP NO., Stepwis. Regressiu Ti,:Over Sat/Ds 26 X variubles
VabblIes In Equatkon

Vuiabi. Coeffiden Std Err.: Std. CoW?.: F to Remove.

NTERCEPT .222

A W t K .11 .054 .175 10.732

Ply/Bon Pro- -.082 .029 -.172 8.114

W Cfomeny. .202 .018 .212 27.611

#H=wr You Wo.. .15 .034 .256 19.698

Tretted as Pro? .175 .035 .514 28.82

seulIm to Fa.. .09 .032 .159 7.687

STEP NO. 6 Stepwis. RIeesosi Ti:Overkl. Sat/Die 26 X varables

Vaes Not in Equaon
Vawale. Par. Corn F to Enter

Con.. .128 3.11

yOpputv .041 .322
Pursu Trl .076 1.083
Et Duty .124 2.954

Other Work .245 12.023
ISP -.031 .165

Field TDi .078 1.154

STEP NO. 6 Stepwi. RegresPim I1:Oversl Sat/Ns 26 X Variables
Vaabes Not In Equation

VIMble: Par. Corn F to Enter

Depkwmu .212 8.8351
Prof. in Promo. .116 2.675

ts Cared For .077 1.11
D~vt .07 .925
Conthay or C.. .059 .654

Crn SoJtSff. .057 .609
#Admln So St...-.047 .412
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SEM NO. 6 Stepuiu Kt*egrsui Y,:OVWrAl SMAt/s 26 X vaubles

VuibIes Not in Equetion
Vutide Par. Corr F to Enter

Pa~n"........ -.055 .562

QA Toulc .057 .618
Jo ecrt .116 2.575

AM .061 1.152
Thne/Tflvu F... .122 2.851

Stepulse Kegresdme T1 :OveraU, Sat/Wa 26 X varables

STE NO. 7 VAMADLE MENTEME Xg.: Otber Wart

kt staffEd A R-squured RdS Redduat
1.785 1.54 1.52S 1.757 _

ANaysis Of Vwtuic T*Ie
Sowte OF: km NV Me uan F-te

EGRESSION 12&.240 118.086 SIMI1
TOTAL 195 238.852 1

STE NO. 7 Stepulse Regrmedom Ti :Overal, Sat/Dls 26 X varabe
Vuwd~Ie in Eqmiatm

Varimbie Coeftlceat Std. Err.: Std. COeWf: F to Remome
14TE~EP .087 ______

Prfw .102 .033 .162 9.63
Othe Work .102 .029 .209 12.023

Pa/o"Po -.118 .03 -.246 15.551
N oprt. .2*2 .086 .857 $6.502
*%= aYOU Wo.. .113 .035 .192 10.652
Treated=N Pro? .15SS .082 .278 23.162
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STEP NO. 7 Stepu~e R@eysudm Ti :OveruU. SAtIDs 26 X variable

Vuimls In Equation
Vulage: Coefficient Std. Err.: Std. COWt?: F to Remove
ISaultve to F8.1 09 1.031 1.16 68.161

Vadable Not In Equation
Vaidm&e Par. Corr F to Enter
Gegqk o. .09 1.517
Opotlf .043 .A5
Puse h .07 .933

USP -.024 1.103
Field Tng .048 1.434

SME NO. 7 Stepad.. Repress.ion:Ovewall SstAMs go X vardables

Vaubltl Not hIn Equatio
Variabe: Par. Corr- F to Enter

-Dp"f .173 5.776
Prof. in Prmo... .104 2.048
WtM Comd for .103 Z.022

phesy .093 1.613
of C.1042 .716

STE NO0. 7 Stepwis. Regresusba Ti :OvoaU, Sat/D~ 26 X vaiables

Variabes Not In Equation
Vuablme. Par. Corr F to Enter
pui -.071 .954
Eq* .027 .133

QATasks .05 .226
Jo ecrt .101 1.943
MCS .041 .316
ThieTMrvel F... .06 .674
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Stepulse Kepsesim Ti:Overal, Sat/DOS 26 X - mIlMe

SIR NO. S VMAUALEE Bfl!ED Xii: D-p~uymemIt

ft 02uMnt ýAd R-ssued: R1SResIdlut
1.744 1.554 1.535 1247

AriAlyul of Vaimnce Tabe
SeeM so: Su Saey a Saiur. Fmost

I mGSIW4 120.474 11&184 2.9
I KWUAL 1187 104.378 1.558 9 ~o
TOTAL 105 283.852

STEP NO. 9 Stepwbe Roo essOln Ti :OvernIE SatADbs 26 X " urlles
Valabies in Equabo

VulabWe Coefficent Std. Err.: Std. COeWf: F to Remome
HTERCEPT .031

PO M .004 .033 .140 3.328
0th. Werk .068 AS3 .181 8.005
PR/autPa -.127 .03 -.266 18.273

WCno ... 237 .033 1.265 130.049
00mmt .053 .022 1.131 15.778
*IOur YOU WO..' .106 .034 1.184 10.078

STEP NO. I Stepuls. Regresuini Ti :Overu^ Sa/ols is X varIable

Valabl: Coefficien Std. Err.: std. COWfF: F to Remove:
ITtmaedas Pro? 1.152 -1.032 1.272 122.76S
Senstiv to Fs.. 077 1.032 1.137 16.042

Vulables Not in Equaton
Vwllet Par. Corr F to Enter

GOW*Con-. .062 1.709
ag 1I .048 .480

ParweTha .051 4.491
El Dt .020 1.155

IP a1-.020 5153
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TEM NO. 9 Stepul. Regrssslu TI :Ovwl Sat/Dis 26 X varIles

Varibles Not In Equatio
Valabe: Prf. CosTr F to Efitur
Fb h -.043 .842
Prof. In Prool.... .105 2.054
00 Cared For .106 2.176
Dksk .116 2.514

Cwdf oC.045 .966
-#o ! u 1066 1.401
.A!& .kAL SmS .. 086 1.440

STE NO. 8 StepwarIteg R*FI luTiOwemII SAtDWe 26 X vOammle

Varible NoM in Equatio
Vuablow Par. Corr F to Enter~

of!t...... -.05 .472
-Euni .045 .382
QA Tauks .011 .023
Jo ecrt .1 .1.676

#Cs -.003 1.001
Timefhuvo F... .059 1.645

St.IepubmgM vume. Ti :Overul SAt/Ds 26 X vuMlebss

STE NO.69 VAAILKE ENmEEDW XI 5: Diversty

It ft-saire Act R-squve t 4 Reslkut
1.748 1.56 Lis8 - .744

An*sl Of Vaiance Tabe
somre OF: sow Snr MeanFtou

IEGSSION 0 130.877 114.542 26.267
I ESM"A lesa 102.975 I.554
TOTAL 195 233.852
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STUP NO. 9 Stepwle. Regression Ti :Ovwril Sat/Di to X variabes

VridIe Coefficen: SW. tErr.: StW Coef".: F to Remnov
TgERCEPT -.05

o .078 .034 .124 5.3
Other Wo .001 .029 .166 0.486
PNW/Bo=J Pr&.. ...1 $4 .05 -28 19.gg

4 ..J .280 .0o6 .360 40.01S
S.057 .022 .142 6.692

NfNu You Wo.., .112 .034 .101 10.745

STEP NO. I Stepwise Regression Ti:Overal Satlis 2, X varIables
Vaila hiEqUitioni

VaI w Coefficen Err.: Std. Coeff.: F to Remove:
Dleft .06S .041 .e4 2.534
Treated a Pm? .149 .052 .20 21.822
Sendtie to Fa..1.07 .052 .124 4.36

Vaal Not In EqMi

Vaimft Per. Corr F to Enter

* Co., .047 .408

m .056 .564
Pursu Trig .041 .312

E* Duty .OSZ .___

STP NO. 9 Stepwlise Regressine Ti:Overa, St/INs g6 X vaa

Velbe Not in Eqution
V embie: Pa. Corr F to Enter

IUP -.014 .039
Field Trg -.041 .S06
Prof. In Proo ... .115 2.48

tU Cared For .061 .601
Contkt of C ... 03 .172

SO Stiff .077 1.117
SSpt St....106 2.099
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STE NO. 9 Stapolse inevgsue. TI :ovwram SutAf D g o2 X variabe.

Varibles Not In Equaton
Varibe: Par. Corr F to Enter

of~t...... -.041 .812
.!q!L.is .036 .27
QAkTaska .017 .052

MCm -.005 ýJ.005
TbnetflVrM F... .064 1.768

Stepuse Rgres l. i:OveraIU set/Die 26 x vuaribes

(Lust Step) O1W NO. 10 VAANULE EDNrERED X1 2: Prof. Im Premetiam

it Ktauu Adi.q R-guu 4 Residuat
1.752 1.565 --.542 1.741

Andyls of Varinc Tabe
some OF: &Mew Sean . Mates

REGESIO 10 1:2.23: 113.224 124.0716

TOTAL 195 233.352 1

STE NO. 10 Stepulse R p m uls. Ti zOvermN. Sst/Ol 26 X variabls
varibles ki Equation

Variabe: Coeffiient Std. Err.: Std. Coeo".: F to Remove:
34TERCEPT -.16 _____ __________

PrMM .071 .094 .113 4.352
O~ter Work .063 .029 .16 .6.97
Payems Po.. -.133 .03 -.273 19.953
W ovrw. .286 .038 .364 30.1 62
D~bnf .057 .022 .142 6.772
Prot In Prmm.. .054 .084 -.093 24S
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STE NO. 10 Stepufte Ilegresal.. T1:Ower@II Sat/Dks 26 X -,dsle
V&Wable M Equatin

vauigha Coeffldwnt Std. Err.: Std. Coeff: F to Remove:
MmuuYOU Wo-. .10W .054 1.196 110.800

p~rf .07 .041 1.001 LO.05
hunted as Pro? .128 .034 .220 13.875
Suaftleto Fa...J.061 .032 1.106 3.570

Vulables Not In Equatio
Vslable Par. Corr F to Enter
06eAAuIpSCOi.. .010 Lai1

Purue .41.378

STIEP NO. 10 Rtepulse Regression Ti :Overhl, Smt/Dls 26 X vrbe

Varidabe Not in Equation
Vulabhe Par. Corr F to Enter
BtD .036 .241
BSP -.053 _____ 5
FWWl Tun -.050 .466
Ofts Cared For .063 1.739

CWAMA o C.1008 .012
Km w !uff. .060 .87
O~mi SOS .. 007 1.748

MTP NO. 10 Stepwks. Regreuuion Ti :Overal, SatADbs 26 X variables

Varible Not in Equation
VariabW. Par. Corr F to Enter

uft -.057 .508
E*wn .034 .213
GA Tamk .002 .001
Jo ecf .077 1.102
WCS -.003 .002
Thi/Wvelo F ... I.059 .6"a
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Physician Retention

Stepwise Regression YI:Prob. Leaving AD? so X variables

&mnw.y nftmaution

F to Enter 2

F to Remove 1.999
Number of Steps 9

Vwidkbs Entered 9

VNWabis Forced 10... 0ý

No Re"A• Statisic Cwnpued

Note: 2 cases deleted with missing values.

Stepwise Regvosiom Yl:Prob- Leavbag AD? $8 X vadI@es

STEP NO. I VARIABLE ENTEREDO: X32: 6il Compensatio..

1.471 1.222 1.21, 12.70o? 1

Analys Of Variance Tw~e

RIEGESSION 1 402.106 402.106 54.886

RESCDUAL 1 g2 140&L641 7.326

TOTAL 193 1806.747

STEP NO. I Ste"Wie Regressiom Tl:Prob- Leavlo AD? sI x variables

vwirM in Equatw
V/it Coffcin MI Err.: St Coff.: F to Remove:
IHTERCrPIT 13.15 S81

141 Conv~ensei-..i.642 1.087 1.471 IS4.886

vW• Not in Equaton
Vladme: Par. Corr. F to Enter.

99rp Con- ....11 8.89
Opiportunity .. .. 173 5.864

Iroftec .. .. 195 7.4

Pursue Tna.. .209 O.Woo
at ... .0o2 .07



Physician Retention

STEP NO. 1 Stepuls Rep sale. Ti:Prob. Leaviug AD? So X vaabes

varalues Not In Equation
Variale: Par. Corr F to Enter

Family T_ .112 2.421
Seve U.S. .182 6.506
Other Work... .167 5.498
Field TrI... .188 6.604
Delymf.. .082 1.28

countegm Pay .1 1.923
wr e k".. .o6 .689

STEP NO. 1 Steplise Regresslem Ti:Prob. Leaving AD? 38 X variables

Variales Not in Equation
Variable: Par. Corr F to Enter

Private PrA .099 1.871
Prof. For Prom.. .122 2.874

nmw .152 4.so0
MOM You Wrk .209 8.747
*NtS You Car... .187 6.93
Diversity ... .073 1.034
Contint of C...14 3.822

STEP NO. 1 Stepwise Regressim Ti:Prob. Leavig AD? 36 X variables

Vari•Ma Not in Equation
Variable: Par. Corr F to Enter

Abiity to Pay .123 2.954

t Wd Can .164 5.287
WurtneMedc... .241 11.768
Conflet Area .296 18.321

Pakka.. .013 1.034

Equipent... .149 14.36
I Q Tsk ... 9 O1$1.668



Physician Retention

STEP NO. 1 Stepuis. Regressain T1:Prob. Leaving AD? as X via1ble

Vwriibl Not in Equaion

Val-hab: Par. Corr. F to Enter

CMin Staff.. .174 5.951

#.min SA St.. .18 0.36
ISP ... .021 .065
Retention Bonus .146 4.18

Pay/Bous Prm..1.041 .328
Job Security... .17 5.673
Treated a Pro..1.289 17.841

STEP NO. 1 Stepuise Regresslon T1:Prob. Leavblg AD? $8 X variables

Variales Not In Equaton
VEaiable: Par. Corr F to Enter

.#PCs... .1 1.913

Sersitiv to Fs.] .$66 29.485

"l'me/Travel F... .196 7.611

"kxig~ 1.177 6.182

Stepwise Regressim Ti:Prob. Leaviqu AD? 38 X vimables

STEP NO. 2 VARMUALTE EMD XS@: Semsitve to Famil...

It-qurd: Ai R-S.qur RMw Residuat
1.571 1.826 1.319 12.52

Analyss of Variance Table
Source OF: Sum Squarem Mean Square: F-test

REGRESSION 2 590.212 29S.106 46.257

IRESIDUAL 191 1218.53S 6.38
TOTAL 193 1808.747



Physician Retention

STEP NO. 2 Steparlse Regression T1 :Prsb. Leaving AD? 13 X varible
Vwa iab n Equation

Vull.e Coefficient: Std. Err.: Std. Coeff.: F to Remove:
ITERCEFT 1.200

14 Compensati.. .473 .087 .848 29,9
Senhitive to Fa... S23 .096 .345 29.485

V&Wabls Not in Equation

Vaable: Par. Cor. F to Enter

SCan .113 2.698
S. .. . 1 2.779
S... .153 4.S70

Pursue Trig .173 5.843

STEP NO. 2 Stepwise Regression Yl:Prob. Leaving AD? 83 X variables

V aiables Not m Equation
Variable: Par. Conr. F to Enter.

.ER Dt... -.081 1.25s

Fan* Tradition .03 .171
Serve U.S. .009 1.894

Other Work... .069 .897

FIwld Tng... .07 .945
Deploment.. 1-.013 1.052

Counterpart Pay .079 1.18

STEP NO. 2 Stepuise Regressim Til:Prob. Leaving AD? I8 X variables

Variables Not in Equation
Vatible: Par. Conr. F to Enter
.Mmoractice Ins.. .061 .707

Prive Practice .068 1.48

Prof. For Prom.. .022 .001
b mm.,•y .111 2.3S7
Mianr You Wrk .123 2.93S

fnts You Car ... .001 1.587

i ... .04 .297



Physician R~etention

STEP NO. 2 Stepwise Regresisi Ti :Prob. Leaving AD? 89 X variables

Vaablues Not in Equation
Varlble: Par. Con F to Enter

CAnf oT C... .047 .414

Ab! to Pay .022 .808

Q_ _ Med Cm -.045 .9
Wwtme me&i ... .1S2 4.475

Corentin Amo 1 .06 18.462
Pak•ns.. .-. 041 .11
EJouirIet... .17 11.45

STEP NO. 2 Stepwise Regression Yi:Prob. Leaving AD? so X varablles

Varale Not In Equatm
Vaiame: Par. Cor:r F to Enter

o.A Tasks ... .049 .449
#Cim spt staff.. .1O9 2.278

radmin Spt St... .122 5.882

ISP... -.04 .S69

Retentionl Bonus .086 1.431

Psy/Sous Pro .., .02S .114
Job Security.... .112 2.43S

STEP NO. 2 Stepwise Regression Yl:Prob- Leaving AD? 88 X variales

Vaidak Not in Equation
Varm'ie: Par. Cor F to Enter.

Treated as Prm.,..141 $.8S2

OM:,.. -.06 .692

T'em/Trovel F ... .047 .429

S.111 .2.3



Physician Retention

Stepwise Regresdaei Ti :Prsb. Leul" AD? 33 X vwlabes

TE NO. 3 VARiALE ENTIE x2 $: CguflCct Ar

R R Adj. R-s•" m M4S Reslud
I.,96 1.355 1.845 12.478 j

Aai of Variance Table
Sore Of: Su quar Squae: F-test

REGRESSION $ 642.167 214.056 34.863
IESIXIAL 190 1166.58 6.14
TOTAL 195 1308.747

STEP NO. 3 Stepuwse Regresslem Ti :Prsb. Leavlbg AD? 33 X variables
Vaidabe in Equation

VaIabe: Coefficient. Std Em: Std Coef.: F to Remov

Conffict Area .27 .09S .18$ 8.462

W Cownpentati, .448 .08s .329 27.567

Sensitive to Fa.. .433 .099 .286 19.047

Variables Not in Equation
Variable: Par. Corr F to Enter

Go Cnc -...114 2.471
Own't ity... .11 2 2.81
Proficicy ... .144 4,026

STEP NO. 3 Steplise Regressiom Ti:Prob. Leavimg AD? 33 X varables
Variles Not in Equation

Varable: Par. Coam F to Enter

Pursue Tns.. .16S S.293
ER Duty.,. -.006 1,407
Fanmiy Trdition .001 $.$49E-4
Serve U.S .043 .349
Other Woul... .00? .001

Fwew Tna.. -.0S2 .$1
D$... -.10S 12.03



Phys~ician Retention

STEP NO. 3 Stepulse Regressin Ti :Prob. Leaving AD? 33 X variable

Variable Not In Equaton
Variable: Par. Cor F to Enter

conepy a .061 .715
basfeh. .059 .659
Privat rwe .094 1.679
Prof. For Prom.. .006 .006

bv k 1.096 11.760
MOurs You Wit .106 2.13
Onts You Car ... 1.103 12.009

STEP NO. 3 Stepwlse Regrdesso TI:Prob. Leaving AD? 33 X variables

Variabe Not in Equaton
Variale: Par. Cwr F to Enter.

D ~ _________0__ .794

Contk~f __oC..__.02 .107

____________ to ___Pay__.07S _ 1.074

Qwft Wd Can .022 .069

Wartkne Medc.., -.029 A1s6

STE No. 3 Stepifse Regmsebsu T1 :Pre. Leaving AD? 33 X vaiables

Varibles Not in Equation
Variabe: Par. Coer F to Enter

QA TauLc.. .014 .035

BSP... -.066 .824
Retenton Bonu 1.064 1.77i
Pay/Donu Pr..l -.004 1.004

Job Sow*it... 1.1 _1.91



Physician Retention

STE NO. I Stepwfte Regresule. Ti :Preb. Leaving AD? 83 X varliales

Varlables Not in Equation

Variale: Par. Corr F to Enter

Treated as Pro. .136 $.$61

WPCS... -.077 1.1$9

Tbne/Travel F... 0S7 .626

%kwfthrk .109 2.2S2

Stepwise Regression TI:Prob. Leaving AD? 33 X variables

STEP NO. 4 VARIULE EW Mý X Pursue T ..

ft R.sqjare Adl R-squarec S Resudat
.61 .373 I.S59 2.4s5

Analysis of Variance TAbe
Source DF: Sum Squr Mean me: F-test

REGRESSION 4 673.946 168.486 28.061
RESIOISO 1134.802 6&004

TOTAL 193 1808.747

STEP NO. 4 Stepulse Regressaon Yr:Prob. Leaving AD? 53 X variables
VariaMes in Equation

Variable: Coeffient Std. Err.: Std Coeff.: F to Remove:

OffERCEPT -.178

Pursue Tna.. .2SS .102 .138 S.293

Conflict Area .258 .092 .175 7.891

Wl 9oM2ni..j.41 2 _.066 .303 22.977

Sensitive to F@....409 .099 .27 17.106

VarWales No I Equation
Variable: Par. Corr. F to Enter

GeoraplicCon..085 = 1 .$81

... .066 .833



Physician Retention

STEP NO. 4 Stepifle Regreale Ti:Preb. Leaving AD? 3S X variables

Variables Not in Equation
Vadiale: Par. Conr F to Enter

Pftfkwe ... .098 1.823

ER OM... -.099 1.870

FMn* Tradition -.013 .053

Save US. .01S .031
Other Wor. 1 -.01S .041

Field TnS.. -.054 .SS7

Deowyen,.. -.114 2.467

STEP NO. 4 Stepwlse Regresslim Tl:Preb. Leaving AD? 8S X variables

Varonl•s Not in Equation

Varable Par. Cou F to Enter

Counte rt .0P 7 .602

.a~afte f.. .o7 .62
Private Pra .091 1.575

Prof. For Prom.. -.019 .069

"Munk .062 1.e23
Miours You Wrk .09 1.328

Ownts You Car... .062 1.2S7

STEP NO. 4 Stemlse Regrepslenm Ti:Preb. Leavg AD? 38 X varials
Varbles Not In Equation

Varable: Par. Corr F to Enter

Dives.y5... .03S .228

Sof C... .012 .029
Aity to Pa .039 .292

Q t Mod "-.009 .017

Watime Medc.. -.024 .11

•g... -.048 .44
Equo .. .034 .222



Physician Retention

STE NO. 4 Steprvise Regredue. T1 :Prsb. Leavlmg AD? So X variables

Velables Not In Equaion
Vulable Par. Corr F to Enter.

QA TOWk... -.006 .007
#C tf. .106 2.224
#Adm~in S.. .11 2.303
UsP... -.052 .512
Retention Sonus .072 .963

STEP NO. 4 Stepwise Regressi. Ti :Prsb. Leaving AD? 38 X variabls

VarIable NOt In Equaio
Varible Pa. Corr F to Eniter
Treated as Pro. .006 j1.748
WCS... -. 0 ~ 1.281
Tkmi/Trsvel F... .046 1.402
Nbm .068 1.806

Stepulse Regressa.m Ti :Prsb. Leavbig AD? So X variabfes

STEP NO. 5 VARIABLE ENTERUED: X10: DepqO~umti...

k-qae Adi R-s" aed. R4 Reskisut
1.617 3681 1,364 12.441

Analyas of Vanance Table
Somne DF: Stan es: Man Sur: F-est

REGRES8IN ~680.646 1137.729 23.117
VI SCRAL US. 1120.102 Is.ose
TOTAL 19 1809.747



Physician Retention

STE NO. 5 Stepula. Regression Ti :Prob. Leavbg AD? as x vwrbmms
Variablos in Equation

Vaiabl. Coefcit StdL Err.: Std. Coeff.: F to Remove:
KTERCUYT .189

Purs Tri.. .242 .102 .143 5.657
. -.151 .096 -.102 2.467

Conflict Area .32 .1 .216 10.302
W Commati..41 .086 .301 22.947
S toF. ....429 .099 .284 18.702

Varibls Not In Equation
Variable. Par. Corr. F to Enter

-0--Con.. .097 1.774

STEP NO. 5 Stepeise egresime Tl:Prtb. Leavin AD? 38 X variables

Variles Not in Equation

Vmha•e Par. Corr F to Enter

oM X. . .063 .735

S... .084 1.313
ERt Duty... -.067 1.431
Family Traition -.008 .012

Serve U.S. .O0 .174

Other Woet.. -.002 .001

Field TN.. .028 .1s

STEP NO. 5 Steplise Regressi. TI:Pr-b. Leaving AD? a8 X variables
Varables Not in Equation

Vsarile: Par. Corr F to Enter

Counteparl PAY .065 .791

1 .0. 0 .907
Private .09 1.532
Prof. For Prom.. -.004 .003

bnmuft .077 1.12
Maons You Wrk .069 1.492

nts You Car ... .062 1.26S



Physician Retention

STEP NO. 5 Stepwlse Regresdwe Ti:Prob. Leaviug AD? 53 X variables

Velabls Not In Eqsuton
Vaisble: Par. Conr F to Enter
Owrit. .039 .276
Caowy.. orS... .02 .073

Qut W a .013 .03
Warime Me&... -.034 .219

Eonm. .051 .487

STEP NO. 5 Stepwise Regresds Yi :Prob. Leaviug AD? 3S X varible

Vwiable Not in Equation
Vaei~w Par. Corr. F to Enter

QA Tasks.. .012 .026
Won SO SUM .117 2.611
#Admn So St... .124 2.042
5SP... -.056 .592
Retetidon BOnus .064 11.332
Pay/Bomas Pro.. .002 .001
jo eiy. .096 11.742

STEP NO. 5 Stepwise Regresasim TI :Prob. Lemvin AD? so X variabls

Varibles Not in Equatio
Variabe: Pur. Corr F to Enter
Treated a Pmo.,.103 ~ 1.986
MCS... -.065 .732
Time/Travel F... .037 .262
%t# -.065 11.357



Physician Retention

Stepulse Regressiuo Ti:Peb. Leaving AD? 88 X vrades

ST NO. 6 VAIABLE ENERED XZS: #Adk Spt Staff-.

fiAred A R red 44 Resluaat
1.625 1.39 .. 371 2.428

Akay of Variance TaWe
Soure OF: Sum . Mean Square: Mest

fREGRESSION a 70S.997 117.666 19.9S3

IESXJAL. 187 1102.75 S.897

TOTAL 193 1606.747

STE NO. 6 Stepulse Regression Ti :Prsb. Leaving AD? 83 X varibMe
Varible In Equatio

Vaialte Coefcient Std. Err.: St. Coeff.: F to Remove:
NTERCEPT -.413

Pursue TIn.. .24 .101 .141 5.627
Depoymets... -.17 .096 -.115 3.106
Conlict Area .317 .090 .214 10.229

#Admin Spt St... .169 .099 .109 2.942

w C .865 .069 .267 16.319
Sentlve to F... .406 .1 .266 16.128

STEP NO. 6 Stepwise Regression Ti:Prob. Leaving AD? 38 X variables

vaabs Not in Equ•tion
Variabie: Par. Corr. F to Enter

GCGV cn. .109 2.196
S... .055 .566

Profiiny ... .068 .869

OR Duty... -.097 1.764
Fairly Tradtim -.005 .00S

Serve U.S. .023 .1

Other WOrL... -.01 .019



Physician Retention

STE no. a StepubIseg e a sin Ti :Preb. Leaving AD? 93 X varible

V~barne Not In Equaion
ValabW- Par. Canr F to Enfter

Field Ts_._.02 .071

CounerpM .04.303
mowwfq ku. ASS.633

Privat Mectc .08 1.274

____Forrom.__ .0 .206

Olouru You Wrk-.076 __. _____

STE NO. 6 Stepwise Regr, sI. Ti :Prob. Leaving AD? 33 X variabes

VwAlale Not in Equatio
Vmimfte Par. Corr F to Eriter
OntsYou Ca... .074 1.014
pkf. .042 .329

Abiyt a .04 .292
%uf lfdC .002 4.852E-4
WaOtMe Me*... -.033 .201

ftf. --.048 .436

STE NO0. 6 Stepuls. Regrealem Ti :Prob. Aeavig AD? 33 X variables

Vwaribe Not in Equaton
Varaloe: Par. Cowr F to Enter

Eq~xnft.. .008.012
__ __A _ _ _________.01 .071

#Cln Spt Staff.. .01 .217

_________ ____007 _ 1.434

__________ so= ___.0__ 1.213

PAY19or ___Pro..__.01 .037

Job Se__________.101.95



Physician Retention

STEP NO. 6 Stepuise Regressom Ti:Prsb. Leaving AD? 8g X varlables

VWam Hot In Equaton
Vuloblt. Par. Corr F to Enter

Treated as Pro.. .064 .768

M)CS... -.060 .001

.Tha/TrWl F... -.007 .01

%400d~ .067 .848

Stepwise Regression T 1 :Prob. Leavng AD? 38 X variables

STEP NO. 7 VARAIALE ENmEUD X i: X e:geogra c CeptreL..

k "Mm&are Adi R-sued: RG RMidAl:
.63 1.87 .37S 12.421

Aaysi of Vaime TOe
Somre OF: S ques: Mean Sae: Mst

REGRESSION I 718.866 102.695 17.526

RESICUAL 186 1089.881 5.86

TOTAL 103 1808.747

STEP NO. 7 Stepulse Regression TI:Preb. Leaving AD? 3S X variables
Va•able in Eqmaion

Variable: Coefic St Err.: Std. CoeW.: F to Remove:
WTERCEPT -.425

-Geogrh Can-..108 .07 .093 2.106
PUMA Tna.. .212 .103 .125 4.261

Daftomet... -.164 .096 -.125 3.643

Conflict Area .819 .090 .215 10.4

#Acmin Spt St... .181 .000 .117 3.161

W Comps .. I5 .00 .2S7 15.286



Physician Retention

STEP NO. 7 Stepwlse Regressim V1:Prob. Leaving AD? 38 X variables

Valles In Equa
Variabl. Coefficient Std. Err.: Std. Coeff.: F to Remnv.

Ienultivto Fa...366 .103 1.243 112.866 j

Varibles Not in Equatio
Voaidbe: Par. Corr F to Enter

C .022 .0o6
Pmlooiecy ... .04 .212

ER O ... -.105 2.045
Fany Tradtion-.017 .OSS

Serve U.S. .023 .1

Other Work... -.021 .083

STEP NO. 7 Stepwlse Regression Yi:Prob. Leaviag AD? S8 X variables

Vaabies Not in Equatio
Vmalble: Par. Corr F to Enter

Field Tg ... .03 .167
Counterpart .024 .11

.Matr.c "e In..062 .722

Pdvate Pr e .076 1.078

Prof. For Prom.. -.071 .940
h y .063 .728
*Iours You Wrk .077 1.005

STEP NO. 7 Stepwise Regression Tl:Prob. Leaving AD? 38 X variables

Varible Not In Equation
Varisae: Par. Corr F to Enter

nts You Car. .065 .78S
w ... .029 .15U

Sor C... -.01s .044
Ablt to Pay .036 .24

Qusft Mod Can-.021 .079

Wartime Medc.. -.02 .077

n -.046 .3SO



Physician Retention

STEP NO. 7 Stepwise Regression Yl:Prsb- Leaving AD? 38 X variables

Vwables Not in EquWao
Variale: Par. Corr F to Enter

Equimet.. -.012 .027

QA Taskst.. -.018 .00

#On Spt Staff.. .024 .107
ISP... -.091 1.557

Retention Bonus .069 .894

Pd/kn P. -.016 .04S

Job Secufty... .097 1.744

STEP NO. 7 Stepwlse Regresslo. TI:Prob. Leavlig AD? 38 X variables

VaidNes Not In Equation
Variable Par. Co1 F to Enter

Treted as Pro.. .049 .447

PCS... -.064 1.319

Time/Travel F... -.024 .107

S.OS .527

Stepwise Regression Yl:Prob. Leaving AD? 28 X variales

STEP NO. 1 VARIABLE ENTERED: XS: ER Duty...

"AsAr Ad!. •A•quared: R Reskiat
1.636 7404 1.72 .414

Analysi of Varince Tabe
Source DF: Sum Squares: Mean Square: r-test:

EGNSSI0N 8 730.784 91.348 11S.677
ESIVUAL l8S 1077.g63 S.827

TOTAL 193 1808.747



Physician Retention

STEP NO0. 8 Steparls. Regresslen Ti :Prob. Leaning AD? 38 X variables
VariMa n Equation

Varable Coefficient: Std. Err.: std. CoWlf.: F to Remove:
I4CEPT .026

ogpV Con-..11 .07 .098 2.476
Punme IS.. .22 .105 .129 4.S95
ER Duty... -.137 .096 -.Oe5 2.045

D m . -.17 .097 -.11S 3.085
Confict Area .313 .099 .212 10.107
Aii WSpt St... .191 .099 .123 3.768

STEP NO. 8 Stepwise RegressioaT Y:Prob. Leaving AD? So X variales
Vanas m Equation

Variable: Coefficient: Std. Err.: Std. Coeff.: F to Remove:

W14 ConVensati...3829 1.091 1.242 113.203
Sensitve to Fa..3..96 .104 1.262 14.468

VaWiab Not in Equation
Variable: Par. Corr. F to Enter.

Opportunity .01. 2 1.027
Pr e .026 .12
Family Tradition .002 .001
Serve U.S. .04 .294
Other Work... -.024 1.106

STEP NO. 1 Stepwlse Regression YI:Prob. Leaving AD? $8 X variables

Variabes Not in Equation

Variable: Par. Conr F to Enter:

Field Tng.. .043 .339

Counterat P•, .046 .394

M~wptke In...074 1.023
Private Practice .098 1.774
Prof. For Prom.. -.068 .857

"M.ut .068 .859
,tour, You Wrk .072 .950



Physician Retention

STEP NO. 3 StpWlse Regression TI :Prb. Leaving AD? 33 X varlabies

Vwiiile Not In Equation
Variabe: Par. Corr F t~o Ener

#Pnts You Car... .0G5 .791
Myiy. .02S .112

Ablt t a .049 .451

Qult WdC -.009 .016
Wartime Meic.. -.029 .16

p -.081 .176

STEP NO. 8 Stepulse Regression Ti:Prob. Leaving AD? 83 X variables

Variables Not in Equation
Varibe Par. Corr F to Enter

Eqo it. -b.527E-4 2.289E-S___
QA Tasks&.. *6.9SSE-S S.SSOE-7

SIn Spt SU .048 .421
USP... -.093 1.591
Retention Bonus .057 .602
Pay/Bonus Pro.. -.016 .048
Job Security-... .17 2.573

STEP NO. 3 Stepwise Regressions Ti :Prob. Leaving AD? 38 X variables

Variables Not in Equation
Variabe: Par. Corr F to Enter
Treated as Pro.. .077 1.097
M)CS... -.071 .925

lhme/Travel F... -.02 1 .064
j~~o_ ____ .0 .296



Physician Retention

Stepwls. Regireasbo Ti :Prob. Leaving AD? 38 X vairiables

(Lat Step) STEP NO. 9 VARIABLE ENTERED XSS: Job Secuwty...

k A-sfqard Adi Rimmuaed: AlA Rosldu
1.642 1.412 .386 12.404

Analysis of Variance Tabie
Source OF: Sum Squwes: Mean Square: F-test

REGRESSION I 745.6S1 182.85 14.34

RES4UL 184 1063.016 IS.778
TOTAL 193 180e.747

STEP NO. 9 Stepwise Regression Yi:Prob. Leaving AD? 38 X variables
Variale in Equation

Variable: Coeftient Std. Err.: Std. Coeff.: F to Remove:

INTERCEPT -.202

Geogr4ai Con- .10S .060 .094 2.272
Pursue Tnm.. .203 .103 .119 8.892
ER Duty... -16S .097 -.102 2.874
DePkloyMe.,. -.186 1.097 1-.126 3.099

Conflict Area .31 .098 .21 9.986

#Admin Spt St .199 .098 .128 4.103

STEP NO. 9 Stepwise Regression Yi:Prob. Leaving AD? S8 X variables
Variales in Equation

Variable: Coefficient: Std. Err.: Std. Coeff.: F to Remove:

I0 Compensati....281 .095 .207 8.767
Job Security... .212 .132 .104 2.573
Sensitive to Fa.. .384 .104 .253 13.58

Varabes Not in Equation

Variable: Par. Con. F to Enter,

i • .... oo0 1.01 12
Profecy.... .011 .021
Fan* Traditin -.01 .019
serve U.S. .02• .076
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VTE NO. 0 Stepaidse Regressiam T1 :Prsb. Leaviag AD? So X vaisbles

Variables Not In Equation
Variabe: Par. Coir F to Enter

Othe Work-.. -.046 .395
FIel Tna... .03 .162
Cowiyterpalt .a~048 .42

Wamtcek. .035 .228
Privae Prtm.069 .881
Prof. For Prom... -.092 1.555
myWt .031 .175

STEP NO.09 Stepwls. Regesal. Ti :Prob. Leaviag AD? St X variables

Vwaribe Not in Equation
Variabe: Par. Corr. F to Enter.

M4our You Wrc .053 .52
04"s You Car... .043 .337

Abiyt a .018 .062
QmlyMed Ca-.055 A562

Wartime Me*.c.. -.020 .144

STEP NO. 9 Stepulse Regresuia T1 :Prob. Leaving AD? 38 X variabes

Varible Not In Equation
Varalme: Par. Corr F to Enter

psf. -.019 .066
qu-01 .052

Tasksu... -.009 .016
OMStStf. .045 .878
__________ -.092 1.551
Reention Bonusr .061 .689
Pay/sonu Prg.. -.018 .03
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STEP NO. 9 Stepwise Regressim Ti :Prsb. Leaviug AD? Si X variables

Varibles Not in Equatio
Variable: Par. Corr F to Enter

Treated as Pro.. .054 .S$9

*McS.. -.064 .762

Tkne/Travel F... -.017 .S3

n.05
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DEMOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION
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Xi: Sex

Bar Element Count. Percent

I Mibe 171 87.245% - Mode

2 Female 25 12.755%

XZ: Age
Bar From To( < count Percent
1 20 25 1 .524%

2 25 so So 19.195%

$ t0 85 5$ 27.740% -Mom"

4 3S 40 44 23.037%

S 40 45 26 13.613%

6 45 so 10 S.230%

7 50 SS 12 &Z68%

8 SS 60 4 2.094%

9 60 6s 3 1.571%
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Xg: Ihifti Stem~

5ar BEnmen count Percnt:
1 14iWood 140 76.41% -Mode

2 Ilfed, separated 3 1.530%

$ Widowed 1 .513%

4 Mvrced 0 4.615%

S Never mwined 33 16.023%

X4: Branch of Service

war. )ement: Coaut Percent.

1 Army 101 07.440% -Mode

2 Aki Force 1 .51%

3 Nivy 3 1.531%

4 USPHS 1 .51%
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XS: AD Grade

3a. Emnwnt count Pacet
1 0-8 so 42.847% -Mde

2 0-4 so 20.592%

3 05- 26 13.265%

4 0-6 28 14.286%

S 0-7& 1 .>1I

XG: USUNS?

Bar Iement Count Percent

I YI]i"s 1 e6667%
2 No 112 193.335 -Mode
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X7: 6i Tuith. Assist?

o. Eement Count Percmt
I Yes 1127 73.087% I-Mode

2 No 4S 16,163%

X(: Educ•tion Level

Ow Bemewf count: Percent:

I esidency 12S 64.103% -Mode

2 kntendip $5 2O.205%

3 Med School Is 7.62%
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Xg: Dowd Cmlifs

Sol. Emmiw Cmt Pocefl
I Yes 103 1 52.821 % I-Mde
2 NO 02 47.17?0%

X1 O: HNw Enered AD?

hr. BemOn Count Percemt
I ASISP 102 52.306% -Mode

2 UhUMS 0 4.615%

$ Voueer 28 14.3$9%

4 Seny Pmn 1 .513%

S Drafted 7 $.SO%

l Other 48 24.615%
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xii: nitial Obagatis.?

Be- Elmemi Count Percent

I Yes Igo 48.98%

2 No 100 51.02% -Mode

X1i: netbrmet EiglMe?

O. ELmenwt Count Percent

I Yes 111 5.612%

2 No 15s 94.388% -Mode
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XI: aem
mm Std. Dev: Std Error Vwlmne: Coot. Var.: count

1.126 1.384 1.024 1.112 129.661 , 196

M.tnuirlm Mxbnsau Rang Samrn Surn Of Sar.: 0 ~u
1 ý2 1 1221 1271 0

XLP: Age
Mm ltd Dev.: Std. Enor Vskiance: Coot. VSr.: Count

136.505 8.164 I.591 166.651 122.266 1191

MnhnM Modmium Range:- Surm Sumn of Sar.: # ~sn

124 162 5s$ 1672 1267160 Is

Xg: M dtu Stemu
MmStd. 0ev.: Std. Enur Vailnce: Coot. Vsr.: count

11.841 1I.57 1.112 12.464 165.268 1195

tnirnun: bxtmm t RnE: Sunr SWM Of SWr.: # msi

Is 514 1359 11159 1

X4: Nrsm Of Servic
Mme=. Std. 0ev.: Std. Enwr Vaimane: Coot. Vsr.: Count

11.051 .332 1.024 1.11 131.Se5 .196

MrMmmIr Mcknun RaNge: Surm Sumn of Sw.: # ~sig
[1 14 3 1206 253e 0

XS: AD graf
mom SLtd Dow aftd error Variane: Coot. Var.: count

12.01 11.066 1.078 11.179 154.024 1196

Mhiimm widkmum Rane Surm Sumn of S@'.: U ssn

LS 14 3894 11022 0
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Xg Tewr ruduated
Met Std. Dow: Std. Enr Valiance Coot. Var.: Count:

11071.725 1138.335 10.958 11913&.97'11 7.016 - 193

14*MNun Madmunt Rane lumt Sum of Sqi.: # ~sn
63 11990 11927 1380543 175400093 IS

X7: USUIS?
mmai SMd Dey.: Rtd Error Vaiance: Coo?. Var.: Cwut

11.033 .-2 1.018 .1063 112.935 1195

Mnkimun m uknfmn i aa Sumn Sum of Sqr.: # ~ un
11 12 11 3T77 1741 11

Xg: Fereig. Degree?
mewt Std. Dec. Std. Enwgr Valiance: Coot. Var.: count

11.9113 1.131 1.01 1.017 6 584 1174

Miimun Iwaxinur: RAge: &iMi Sum of #q:0Isu

1 12 1 I45 1687 122

Xg: MS Tuiltem Assist?
me=t Std. Dcv.: Std. Error. Valianc: Codt. Vsr.: count

1.262 1.441 1.084 1.194 134.939 1172

IMnkmmn twixknunt Rang: sumt Sumn of Sq.: # ssn

1 1 2 1 1 217 1307 124

X10: Educatimi Level
Meat Std. Dev.: Std. Eim Valiane: Coot. Var.: Count

11.430 1.634 1.045 1.402 144.145 li95

Mnimun Mmunurn ftng: Saint Sum of Sqr.: # 7sn11 3 12 1280 1480 11
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XII: knod CarI~d"?
MIM SD. ev.: Std. Elno- Variane: Cowt. Van: COunt

11.472 1.5 1.036 1.25 184.00S. 1195

miummr M.xmdzn: Asia. Sm: Sumn of Sqr.: # lsk
1 12 1 1237 14711

X1 2: Tow Entered AD
Mm atd 0ev.: Std. Emrr Vaime Coet. Van: CoWT:

11080.4 17.790 1.556 600.610 I.394 1195

b~munm Msmukm Anna. Sum Sum of Sqr.: # ~sm

11956 11991 35S 386178 1764798710 11

XI S: C.U....es AD?
Mmm Std. Dow. Std. Emgr Vartuim. Cowt. Var.: Count

11.207 1.458 1.038 1.21 135.824 INS

i.4ikiim dMounK Rang. San an of Sqr.* # ~sa

112 1253 1369 11

X14: Towse AD
Mm SW Dow. Rtd Ewor. Varisno. Coot. Van.: count

.5682 15.849 1.422 134.216 168.315 1092

Idnkmum Mwdxmunr Rawg: Suit Sumn of Sq.: # Mksumn

11 128 127 11644 120612 14

Xi 5: Has Entered AD?
m Std. 0ev.: Std. Enor Valiace coot. VOL.: Count

12.723 12.100 1.151 14.449 177.456 195 Il

tmnmi ISxknun Raw:g lui Sum of Sq.: 0 Mlsin

11 6I IS 51S 12300 _11
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xif H iltalry career?
MmStd Doy: Std. Elrr, Volamno Coot. Va'.: counit

11.669 1.454 1.033 1.215 127.473 1193

miwmumu MdmM mt Sum &an of 1g.: U sum

121 7326 5S92 S3

X1 7j: Inia III lga19tIe.?
mum SLtd Dec. U&d Enor. Vwaimco Coot. Var.: Count:

I.5 .I0 I-o .036 .-251 33S.186 1196
binammuair Range: Surm Sawn Of 1gr.: # ska

1 12 1 7296 1496 0

XI 8: Ceinmdtimeut?
mem Std. 0ev.: Std. Error Valance COO. Va.: counit.

11.103 1.305 1.026 1.093 127.654 1136

td,*imir bin wmun Rawge Sulm Suwn of sg.: # 4ui

1 2 1 1150 1178 160

X19: Prob. Leaving AD?
mum Std. Dew. Std. Eior Valance Coot. Var.: Coumit

I OG. 13.062 1.219 19.375 150.473 1196
lmiliuan bMdnma OnEM. SUMi Sum of 5gr.: # ~un

1110 19 11--89 19041 10

X20: Retlreugut El~gbe?
Mem ltd. Dew ltd. Errr Valance Coot. Va.: coumnt

11.944 1.231 1.016 1.053 111.87 1196

mrnuman Maxknn Rame: sumn Sumn of 1g.: # dun

1 1 2 1 1 381 1 751 10
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X2 1: Year EBiIie
Me= SUL DoV.: Std. Erro VaWice. Coef. Var.: Count

12003.23 *5.043 1.373 125.431 1.252 1133

uu umnn Ranae: Sum Surn of Se.: #

1902 12010 lie 1366591 1734370537 132

XZI!: Prob. Loame Boeft Ret.?
muft Stdc Dev.: StL. Ern. Vwmrce. Coed. Var.: Count

16.027 13.482 1.258 112.126 IS7.774 1182

Mk nunt Ranoe Sum Sum of Sq.: # 0ssm

1, 110 I 11097 18807 114

X28: 1 6Wt or Admi

Mean StW Dev.: S Error Vawianc Coef. Var.: Count:

13.184 13.793 .-08 . 100.23 104.624 1196

M1*mm NWxdmu lune: Sum Sumn of Sq.: # Meaki

0 190 190 12584 171166 10

X24 : UCmlcM Weft

Mm Std. Dev.: Std. Error Vaiue: Coef. Vs.: Count

167.421 124.47 11.748 1598.794 1 S348 1196

MnkuiM Maximknurm Re: Sum Suan of Sq.: # hisi:

1 100 19S 1319S 11005071 10

XLS,: IiTecb!g

Mmir VU. Deo.: St. Error VarlMnce: Coos. Va.: Count

10.SS1 111.43S 1.817 1130.7s1 1108.87S 196

mnimnm Miuimum l !nge: Sum Suan of Sqr.: # ssn

0 IO ISO 068 47316 10
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XZ@: 16 tR cb
Men Mtd. Sd.: Er r.or Variance: Coeo. Var.: Count:

13.231 11.131 1.531 166.111 1247.845 196a

Mnhun Mdnum OE Sem: Sum of Sr.: # Mmss"

SI3 1°0 645 115001 10

X27: %OtbW
mum Std. Dev.: Dto. M E . Vanice Codt. Var.: Coumt

15.697 117.741 11.27 1314.753 1311.1193 1195

MmMc Mdmuam Rane: Sumn Sum of Sqr.: #

10 090 90 71,111 -67393 1

X2g: Mimu Expcted
MOi StUL Dovw: StUL Error Variance: Cowt. Vr.: Counit

518.161 123.256 1.678 540.838 1 20.985 1102

Mnei mum%= I nM Suni: Sum of Sqr.: # 14suu

09 Il6a 1159 T11167 1752769 14

X29: leorsp Wwke
Mem SUL Dec.: Std. Erro w Vaiamnce: Coet. Var.: Count:

172.495 120.77 11.401 1431.81 23.65 1194

m*nmu: Mmdmumi: Rnfe: Sim: Sum of Sr.: # m4ssing

2 140 1112 14064 110224 12

Xg.: Seogrqp~k Central
Mme Std. 0ev. Std. Erwo Valinc: Coe?. Vur.: count

12.163 1F.596 1.114 121548 173.782 1196

Miliwmui macknuni Rm-ne. Saint Su 'f 5g: # aia
1 I i17 T424 11414 10
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131: Oppwt.Ity
mum Std 0ev.: St. Error Valmice Cool'. Vw.: Couft

11.857 11.522 1.109 12.318 3 1.98 1196

1.0511 Mambui "a V= -S unK SmOf Sm.. # sk

1 1 7 564- 111" 10

X22: Preeki-incy
m tStd. Dow. Std Error VuIaNIC Coef. Ver.: Counit

12.23 11.743 1.125 15.039 178.192 106a

I.im*MM M.cimd n Range Sum Sts" of Sq.: # "Msna

1 IS 17 T43ý77 JS67 10

XgS: Pinu Tom
Mm Std. 0ev.: SUL. Enur Valance Coot. Var.: count

I2L464 12.185 .15S6 14.773 338.656 1196

MInmsa1K bhMunK Rag Sim Sum of Sq.: # Msang

1 Is 17 1483 12121 10

X84: Ut Ddty
mum Std Dev.: Std Error Valane: Coot. Var.: Counit

14.23 12.748 1.196 17.552 164.974 1196

Mninumr Islaiuim RMne Surm Sum of Sq.: # ~~

11 is 7 6929 14979 10

135: Other Wmk
mum. SU ev.: SUL Error Valance: Coot. Var.: Coun

14.036 12.25 1.161 15.06 155.74 1le6

mninuim Umnukm Rang. Sum: Sumn of Sq.: U itig

1137 791 ý14179 10
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x~f ISP
msui Std 0ev.: Std Enor. Vailmnc Coot. Vor.: Cosilt

14.540 12.343 1.167 15.49 151.543 1196

1inkmuu 6MednUa RWm sumu Sun of Wu.: # 4sskt
1 Is 17 8911 15121 10

X3 7 : PGAy/.. PrgMs
mo MSn td. Dow. Std Effor Valance: codt. Vv.: Count

I4.01S 12.293 1.164 5.256 5S7.097 1196

Iwut: Md mutr Ruio Sum Sun of Lur.: # Idssh
1 8 I17 7T87 14185 10

mmw td. 0ev: Std. Enw. Variance: Coot. VW.: coam.

13.382 ]1.6"$ 1.121 12.848 150.658 1096

Rana.:~n R sum: Sum of Lu.: # sk

1 17 6 1653 12731 10

X39: Fiel Tog
WMen Std. 0Dow Std. Enor Vaiane: Coot. Va.: Count
3.74 12.271 1.162 -5.153 600.726 1096

14sL~mgi MindnmM Rana.: sum Sun or Lu.: 0 meuna,

1 Is 17 1733 13747 10

X40. DMP~YMeuts
Memn Ltd 0v.: Std D. Enor Valace Coo. Var.: Count

14.306 12.704 1.193 17.311 162.791 1106

Imiknum Mexknwn "Mn: Stn Sum of Lur.: U ts0

1 Is 17 8944 5S060 10
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X41: Prof. b P
Mmb ltd. Dew.: Ltd. Enmor Vuili Co. Vr.: Count

14.1, 11.,,1 i,- 3.577 36.404 ,196

Hamm MM&" Ranos: Sarm La of Sq.: # 4sn
is 67 1063 I5429 o0

X42: Obrs Tme Work
mm SLtd. Dev.: StUL En= Vourrici Coef. Va.: Count

I3.5, 1.U .133 30 152.27 I 196

b*rkmn Mxkiuir Romge sum Sumi of Sqr.: # lsi

1 7 6 1697 13159 10

X43: WU Cred For
mm Ltd. Dv.: Std Ermr Vahnce: Coot. Vr.: Count

3.311 11.742 1.124 .036 15.621 1196

Mriium M dmurm Rnm um Lain of Ser.: #

1$ 617 64;9 12741 10

x44 owDieaty
mmm Std Dev.: Ltd Eror Vmance: Co•t. Var.: Count.

12.133 11.426 1.102 12.034 166.867 1196

mi-un MIN, M Ruo, stem Sum. of Sq.: I

116 7 416 11266 0

X45: CeiNtlMdt Of Cars
mm Sd Dew.: Slt Error. Varlmce: Cos. Vas.: Count

4.311 11.12 .129 13.22 142.02Z li

bii'mmir Moduit RON Lau~r Sau of Sq.: # s~
I I 1 7 1645 4263 10
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X44F NM SM 6"af
me= Std. Dew. atd Elwor Valane: Coet. Var.: Count

ISMS5 11.819 1.13 38.309 134.749 1190

hwnum: Mminckui Rana Sun Sum or SW.: 0 Muing

11 Is 7 1 026 1- 60116 10

X47 : AdmbI Spt aff
-MUir Std. Dew. Std Error Variane: Coot. Var.: Count

14.99 11.007 1.1o 13.267 36.185 1196

bbxktuinbrm Roome Samir Sma of Sqr.: U sui

1 17 6 1970 55S27 10

X49: P.18mg
1 bur SLtd Dow. td. En=, Valianc Codt. Var.: Count

is 11.924 1.137 3S.703 186.484 1196

6*nunr MO&nun Romge, &Ma Sun of Sq.: # ui
I I I17 190 15622 10

X49: Eq~p.6.t
me=r Std. Dow SLtd Enrrw Vuiance Coot. Vls.: count-

13.337 11.791 1 .1to 13.200 5S3.687 1196
bMnunr muhnunr Rmne: Sunr Sum of Sq.: # ss~

1 17 6e 654 12080 10

XS0: QA Tufsk
mumr utd Dow: Std. Eror Valiane: Coat. Var.: count

14.423 11.76M 1.126 13.127 1310.979 19604

b**nun Mabukn Range: Simn Sun of Sqr.: 0 Wssika

1 is 17 6067 1444S 10__
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X51: Job SeCulty
m tSutd Dev.: Sm Enwr Vwmnmce COOt. Vu.: counit

12.755 11.63 1.116 12.658 159.171 1196

mwmbrm MM*nr Room Sw Sum of Sw.: 0 Muuia:
1 Is 17 540 2006 10

XSZ: Treated m Pro?
mum Std. Dow. SW. LITr Variace: Coot. Var.: count

14.077 11.061 1.14 18.845 148.104 1196

bk*wNwl Me&"=um Rmnas Sum Sum of Sqr.: # Wksuin

1 17 16 790 14007 10

X53: SM
Mum SW 0v Std Dw U Emw. Vaeiane: Coot. Var.: Commit

18.383 12.431 1.174 15.900 171.863 1096

gdnkiim: I.ciMM : Rjwa Samu Sum of Sq.: # sn

Is 817 6S 13305 10

154: SemdUftow Smfawf
IAmn Std Dev.: Std Enuru Varine: Coot. Var.: Commit

14.066 11.943 1.130 13.775 147.782 1196

Idnhium Mwhkiuan Rana: Sum: Sum of Sq.: # ~uk

1s 17 7T97 18977 10

155: Time/Trayg Fauds
Mmm St. Dovw St. Enor Variance: Coot. Var.: count.

14.5 12.163 1.156 14.764 148.504 196s

Mnkmwir makiui Rm-nes sum Sum of Sq.: # Hookn

187 6382 1406 10
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X56 OHMw
Mem Std Dev.: Std Effor: Vaiiane. Coot. Var.: count

655 US1.423 1.836 12.026 121.713 16e

mwu omuan: "Mn Sian Sma of Sq.: # Mun
1 7 16 1518 1806 1176

X5 7: OvoaaII SetAD~
Mme Std. Dev.: Std. Error Vulance: Coot. Var.: Count

12.423 11.005 1.076 11.109 145.187 1196

bikmun: Maxm&Man Rang Sian Sumi of Sqr.: # dm

1 1 4 7 4 -75 1365 10

X53: 6eogrop~e CnreL..
Wmea Std. Dow. SUL. Enor Vaice Coot. Var.: count

18418 2.L771 [108 17.68 81.073 1096

Mnkmu ukm !!!M.a: uu Sian Si of Sq.: #0 Msaft

1 19 is 670 13788 10

Mmum Std. Dow Mtd Effor Vwiutce Coot. Var.: counit

12.52 11.726 1.123 12.979 68U.481 1196

1.nintun hiaxnma "anE: sumn Sum of Sar.: # dun

1p is 8141826 10

Xew PrsIrciemcy...
Mean Std. Dow. Std. Error. Valiane: Coot. Var.: counit

12.77 11.012 1.137 13.655 169.005 1196

mwbekman Range ý : sumr Suan of Sqr.: # Msisinff:

11 19 18 54i 12217 10
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Xgi: Purse Tug.-
m=Std. Dev.: Std. Error Vwime: Cost. Ver.: count

13.061 11.311 1.129 15.276 5S9.146 196oi _

Minkw hMhuV* c !Ranne Sian Sin of Wq.: # Waft

[I If is 600 12476 10

X62: Eft Duty...
mum SUL. Dew. Std. Error Vulwiee: Codt. Var.: Couft

L4.882 11.894 1.135 13.587 139.198 1196

14*num bmakmm !!!M. Sian Unm of SW.. # Imsubý

1 19 IS 9147 5S275 10

X@V: Pmamby Trmbthin
mum Std. Dow. Std. Error Variance: Coot. Var.: count

14.546 1.356 1.007 11.30 129.83 1196

14*wn: 0.4ID&uaw flf Sian: Sum or Sar.: #~~

11 9 Is 8T91 14409 0o

X"4 Surve U.S.
Mmt Std. Dov. Std. Error Vaianc: Coot. Var.: count

13.474 11.271 1.091 11.615 136&573 1196

NMnmun hlxchniw Rana: Sutm Sum of Sqr.: # Mdssia

Is 317 681 12681 10

Xgs: Othw Work...
War 5:td Dow. Std. Error Variane: Coef. Va'.: Count

L4.347 11.334 .135 S.551 148.340 1196

Mninwm bbdukic Rana Sumn Stan of Sq.: # Meskia

1 9 18 -852 14306 10
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Xgg: FIeld TO&-.
Mmt Std. Dev.: Std. Eno Vw~ufco Coot. Var.: Count

15.430 11.86 1.138 13.480 134.342 lite

btiniw biaxkman Ranae Srl Sum of Wq.: 0 Nkdasi
111 Is ST 1066 16476 10

-mum Std. Dew. Std. Error Varwice. Coot. Var.- Coumi

15.653 12.066 7148 14.200 16X548 1196

mrknm: IsaMtwn Rowa: Sum: Sum of Sqr.: # .sia

1 19 Is 11106 17096 10

Xgg: Cemiterpar Pay
IWia Std. Dew. Std. Enor Valiane: Coot. Var.: Camt

16&689 11.902 1.142 8S.028 120.632 1196

mwnlmu Mminsan ROmW SUM Sum Of Sqr.: # w~ssmg:

11 9 is 18311 19535 10

X4: heep aCtlce baurmc
MUM Std. Dew. Std Enrr. Valane: Coot. Var.: Coumm

S.872 11.277 1.001 11.68 1 PASS5 1196

rIwimum MVITNMn Om.: Sum Sum of Sw.: # dssira-

1I 6s 14661 12547 10

X70: Private PraCtiCe
m" Std. 0ev.: Std. Ervoc Varine: Coot. Var.: CoMmi

13.74 11.328 .-095 11.763 135.501 1196

Wrlmirmw Mmadmum: Raw.: Sum: Sum of Sqr.: # 4siu

I Is is F783 308 ISS 0
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X71: Prof. Fur Prumutu
Meat Std Dev.: MW Error. Vulrntc: Coot. Var.: count

5S.612 12.113 .-151 14.464 137.648 1106

Mnbmin bmclmint Runa Sain lin of Sq.: # Makuar
11 0 Is 1100 17044 10__

muam Std. Dev.: Std. Error Valanc Coef. Var.: count

as.56 1l.328 1.095 11.795 137.25 1196 L
M&unui Memukt Rifm: sumt Sumn of Sqr.: 0 ~sn
1 17 61 6T09 12337 10

X7S: fiber Tur Wik
me=t Std Dow. Sad Error Vuanem Codt. Var.: count

14.709 11.00 1.137 13.633 130.717 1194

Mnirmint Meimunt Rmna. Sain Sumn of Sco.: 0 Wkskig

11 0g Is 0T31 15160 12

X74: OPMt Tur Cue Fur
Mm Std. Dew. Std Error: Valance: Coot. Vs.: Counit

14.628 11.745 1.125 13.04S 137.71 1196

tnmsmlrm Nbhmmir RaTi Sait Sun of Sqr.: # Mdskwa

11 0 is 1907 14791 10

X7 5: Divrsity...
mum Std Dow. Std Error Valane:' Cool. Var.: Colurt

13.311 11.595 1.114 12.544 41.166 1196

mnlnui Manuk t "ume: Samn &un of Sq.: # idas! C

1 9 is 640 12"S 10
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X74 Ceutielty Of Care...
MmStd Day.: std. Eror. Vaimne: Coot. Var.: count:

15.310 11.376 1.134 13.52 35s.29 liv6

mwmm mxiukm Rins sunm Sum of Sq.: # INksna

11 9 is 11042 16226 10

X77: Abiliy to Pay
mumn Std. Day.: Std. Error Vailnce Coot. Var.: count

12.868 11.391 1.099 11.986 148.184 196s
ImMim bbxffim: !!!Ms: sum Sumn of Sw:. # I4ska~a

1I 6S 7I566 12012 10

X78: Qpalky Med Came
mum: Std. Dev.: Std. Erro Variance Coet. Var.: count

13.163 1.405 1.1 11.073 144.407 1106

wnimuni bbOdnw Ra: sum: Sum of Scar.: # 1.m

1 -i 14 6T20 12346 10

XFO: Wartim Hemph P
Mm Std. DM.: Std. Error Vaance: Coot. Var.: Count

15.291' 1.93 1.141 13.92 137.422 1196

MI*MNun ?Modmumr Rana. sum Sum of Sqr.: # Isia

11 19 16 1037 6251 10

X@g Cea~lc Area
Mm Std. Day.: Std. Error Volance Coot. Var.: Count:

5s.959 12.058 1.147 14.234 134.53 1196 L
Mrkimwmu Maxbnunt Rge sum: sum of sq.: # msa~

11 9 Is 116e 7786 0



Physician Retention

X~i: Parkim...
mum SUL. Dev.: Std. Engr Valiace: Coet. Va.: Count

15.5 11.247 1.069 1.554 122.664 1096

Munmn:m Mudmki fta: SuM: &uM of Se.: W su

1 9 il 10731 16222 0 _

XgZ: Equ~p.L-..
mom Std Dev.: Std. Error Valince Coot. Vs.: count

14.643 1."94 1.142 15.974 142.929 1196

I*muM: MWAdMM Rana: Surn: Sum of Sqr.. # .ska

1 09 is 91F 0 5000 10

XgS: QAk Tasks...
MIM Std. Dmv: SUL. Error. Valiance: Coot. Var.: count

1 5&572 11.58 1.099 11.904 124.764 1194

MkMWM: Makncurn: Rang: Sum: Sumn of Sqr.: # Musing

11 9 is 11061 16391 12

X84 : OM3 Wp Staff...
mm Std. Dev.: Std. Error Variance: Codf. Var.: count

16.4S9 12.011 1.144 14.044 131.135 1096

Mhkuim Mxumaka Range Surm Sum of' Sqr.: # sig

[1 19 Is 1T266 18966 10

Xg S: eAdmM Wp Saff...
Wanm Sta. Dev.: Std. Error Variane: Coef. Var.: Count

I.&M6 1.966 1.14 13.667 131.283 1196

Mnknwn M@mbuM: Rawg: Saim - Sum of Sqr.: 0

1 0 is 11232 68498 10



Physician Retention

xf UV...
me= Std. Dv.: Std. Error Valance: Coef. Var.: Count

14.949 12.529 1.11 1 6.397 151.106 196i

m*nmum Mam: Range: Su&M Sum of Sq.: #

I,1 970 16048 10

X87 : MOUtMin mON
Meau Std. Dv.: Dte. S Er Variance: Coot. Var.: Count

18.92, 12.104 1.15 14.426 153.540 19ps

Mrimum Mainmm Range: Sunt Sum of Sq.r.: #

19 Is 1770 13888 10

x86 : Pay/sý P• ...

SSUtL Dev.: Std Erro Varianc:. Cost. Va.: Count

14.102 12.258 1.161 15.077 154.028 106i

Idnimun Maximuui Rang: sun Sumn of Wq.: # sul

1 0 18 1804 14288 10

Xg: No C. o. IF aato..
mew Std Dv.: Std. Erwo Vaance: Coot. Var.: Count

14.485 12.243 1.16 15.031 150.01? 1096

birimum: Maxkmm: Range: Sunm Sum or Sqr.: # Iduni

1 91 e 1879 14923 10

X9 Job Security...

ean: Std. Mwv.: Std. Enrw Vaiamce: Coe?. Vw.: Count

13.643 11.497 1.107 2.241 141.004 l196

W4rnum: Maximum Range: Surm Sum or Sqr.: #

1, 18 6T714 8i088 10



Physician Retention

X9i: Treated w Pr...
MMa MW Dev.: SW. Error valieve Coe. Var.: count

15.154 12.124 1.166 15.402 144.887 1196

Mw~u.fxhnUME ffmU Sean of Sqr.: 0 isr

19 is 11016 16120 10

X92: MCC.-.
mumr Std. Devw Std. Effr. Valance: Coat. Var.: Counit

14.811 11.719 1.123 12.054 25S.723 1196

hmrkun MeaMwn Rawg: SUM: Sumn of Sqr: # isig

19 18 1942 Sill 10

Xgg: Seinudtlv to ramily...
Mea: Std. Dow. Std. Eror Valanc: Codt. Var.: count

5.163 12.016 1.144 14.066 139.051 1196

hnMuauM Maxinw Range Sum: Sum of Sqr.: 0 isig

1 19 is 1T01 2 6013 10

X94: flmelTravel Fruds...
MWan SW. Dow: SLt Error Vdwarac: C~ot. Var.: count

15.117 12.276 1.163 15.161 144.40 196a

h~Man:E Maximwl Rang: SUM: Sum of Sqr.: 0 bft'ng

119 6s 11003 16143 10

X95: aMboulihtingr
mumn Std. Dew. Std. Error Va ance: Coot. Var.: Counit

15.179 11.537 1.11 12.363 129.683 196a

MrMM MdmuM: Range: Seai Sum of SQj.: # isig

I1 9 Is 11015 5S717 10



Physician Retention

XOg Otkor...
Mean Std 0ev.: Std Error Varace: Coot. Var.: Count

17.259 12.39 I.50 18.3S3 139.814 27V

nmalr tmdmunr bnalm Sum Sum of Sar.: # mg

1 9 is 19 11640 1169

X97: #1 to RemaiN
mm St Dev.: StL Error Vaiance: Coef. Var.: Count
14.432 111.917 .681 142.016 82.575 13

miumm nk" U Re.: Sm Sum of Sw.: # masku

1, 1,38 2641 163961 13

Xgg: 69 to Remain

mean St. 0ev.: Std. Error Vaimnce: Cost. Var.: Count

1 14.601 10.0o7 1.811 1118.07 174.247 1181

N* mm:u Range:. Sum: Sun of SQ.: 0

1 140 139 1265 100477 l15

Xgg: 93 to Remain
Mean Std Dev.: Sad Eor Variance: Coot. Vr.: Count

117.782 111.479 1.87 1131.779 164.558 1174

dnkum lxkmnmu ange: Stum Sum of Sqr.: # I.si.

11 is$ 137 13094 177814 122

XlO0 : 91 to Leave
MWar Std. 0ev.: Std Error Vaamce: Coot. Var.: Count

23.99 111.087 1.24 122.911 46.215 1318

Miniunm Maximunm Range: Sum: Sum of Sqr.: # Idsi.

11 141 140 413ý42 1126284 15S



Physician Retention

X101: 02 to Leave
Mmr Std. Dev.: ad Eror Vmnce: Coot. Var.: Count

22.88 o10.61 ,.791 1112.4 14.&38 110

klriumu 1ma m Ran: Smn Sum oft6S.: # IdsMs

1 40 IS0 14110 1114419 116

X102: 08 to Leave

mun SUL 0ev.: Std Ernw Variance: Coot. Var.: Count

123.041 09.309 1.71 18WIN 140.403 1172 __
Miknm nx m nxm R"me: Sum Sum of Sqr.: # muu

11 140 ISO 78063 1106120 124

XI08: Rec dd of Preb. Leavbg AD?

las Std. 0ev.: Std Enw Vaiance: Coot. Var.: Count

38.242 11.448 1.106 12.008 144.677 1386

M*MeinuairMaxia a amw Sum of 5W. 0 sb

is 14 608 12343 110

Xl 04 Recode of Geographic CeotreL..
meam Std. Dev.: Std. Effor Vwiuice Cood. Var.: Counit

12.122 1 1 1.100 12.-13 171.68 196

Minkmunz Meximnsa Range: Su&m Sum of Sqr.: # I4fsin

1, Is 14 416 1334 10


